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Music instruction has improved cognitive abilities among many demographic

populations. The goal of this research is to extend this approach to the well elderly

population (ages 60-85) utilizing individualized piano instruction (IPI). Thirty-nine

participants were randomly assigned to an experimental group (2 1 ) and control group

(18). Subjects were screened for neuropsychological impairments such as dementia,

Alzheimer’s disease, and depression. One qualification for participation was that subjects

had to be “musically naive” or have had less than five years of formal musical

instruction. A battery of standardized neuropsyehological and cognitive assessments was

administered at three time points: pretraining, posttraining, and three months following

training. The experimental group significantly improved performanee on some cognitive

assessments as compared to healthy eontrols. Specifie improvements were noted in

temporal working memory, planning, concentration, and strategy maintenance. These
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findings suggest that IPI may mitigate mild age-related memory decline or improve some

aspects of overall cognitive functioning.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

“Piano lessons have really enhanced my life!” commented a smiling, seventy-four-

year-old piano student after performing in her first recital. Her son gave her a hug
and said, “Mom, I’m so proud of you.”

Music is an expressive art, capable of enhancing the quality of life in many diverse

age groups. In the past, music education opportunities have been limited to the pre-adult

population. The intrinsic benefits of music education, as well as corollary benefits with

regard to children and adolescents, have been extensively researched. These benefits

include enhancements in academic achievement, social skills, and high order thinking

skills. This study seeks to extend the benefits of music education to the older adult

population. Music can assist older adults by promoting an active lifestyle, enhancing

cognitive abilities, and maintaining or establishing social relationships, all essential for

successful aging.

Successful Aging: A Theoretical Perspective

“Successful aging” is a recently controversial term with extensive interpretations.

While the term was first used by Havinghurst (1961) to describe “adding life to the years

by getting satisfaction from life,” Rowe and Kahn’s (1987) theory referred to successful

aging as those with better than average psychosocial and physiological characteristics.

Ryff s definition of successful aging takes a different approach by including positive or

ideal ftmctioning related to developmental work during the life course (1982). The

definition most relevant to the present study defines successful aging as, “reaching one’s

1
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potential and arriving at a level of physical, social, and psychological well-being in old

age that is pleasing to both self and others” (Gibson, 1995, p. 279).

Significance

Minimizing the effects of age-related cognitive decline is essential to successful

aging. Age-related cognitive decline, especially with regard to executive functions, is a

common problem for older individuals. Many studies have accurate data to represent

adult cognitive abilities between the ages 1 8 to 50. These data sets may then be used to

compare cognitive processes in aging individuals. Research has shown that, “age-related

memory declines can occur even in the absence of increases in between-person

variability” (Salthouse, 2003, p.l66). Some studies have indicated evident age-related

declines in memory performance prior to age 50 (Salthouse, 2003). A key challenge for

older individuals, researchers, and gerontologists interested in successful aging is to

discover interventions to mitigate or prevent age-related cognitive decline. The goal of

this study is to evaluate the role of musical instruction in meeting this challenge.

Results of this study could impact the development of adult music education

programs, cognitive training regimens, and music therapy initiatives. Adult music

education programs could be better able to address the needs of the older beginning

musician, as well as implement community programs offering enriching musical and

cultural experiences. Knowledge as to music’s role as a potential cognitive intervention

will assist gerontologists and psychologists in planning and organizing effective cognitive

and behavioral interventions. Insight into music’s role on cognitive performance for older

adults may offer suggestions as to other approaches for musical therapy.
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Rationale

Music contains its own unique cognitive structure, information processing systems,

and learning and memory capacities. Analytic processing, present in language, occurs for

most people in the left cerebral hemisphere, while gestalt processing or spatial

manipulation and emotional response occur in the right hemisphere (Brust, 2001). Music

is not so compartmentalized. According to Tramo, “our perception of music emerges

from the interplay of neural pathways in both the right and left hemispheres” (2001, p.

55). Musical concepts such as melody, rhythm, harmony, form, dynamics, and timbre are

processed separately. Musical processing also utilizes different parts of the brain while

one is listening, notating, composing, or performing.

The present study is primarily concerned with musical instruction, practice, and

performanee. Musieal concepts, resulting from skill development, stimulate frontal lobe

processing, an area of the brain whose function has been attributed to memory deficits

(Schlaug et al., 1997). The underlying hypothesis of the present study is that any

progressively difficult cognitive training program that motivates participants to engage in

activities, which coordinate motor activity with short-term planning and long-term

cognitive strategies will strongly contribute to maintaining cognitive skills in aging.

Music education in the form of individualized piano instruction naturally motivates these

interlocking activities with the intrinsic enjoyment and sense of self-esteem that stem

from skilled musical performance. Musical training is therefore expected to contain the

key attributes necessary to engage and preserve attention and memory systems

throughout the lifespan.
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The Older Americans Act (PL 102-375) was amended in 1992 to recognize music

therapy as a possible intervention for memory loss. This legislation specifically defines

music therapy as, “the use of musical or rhythmic interventions specifically selected by a

music therapist to accomplish the restoration, maintenance, or improvement of social or

emotional functioning, mental processing, or physical health of an older individual.” In

the past, music therapy programs have consisted of listening activities, rather than active

music making (Bernstein & Clair, 1990). The U.S. Department of Health and Human

Services funded the “Rhythm of Life” program for the well elderly population, which

included musical training in the form of hand drumming and various other percussion

instruments.

Active Music Making

Active music making promotes cognitive skill and concept development directly

influencing memory formation and retrieval (Rauschecker, 2001). Research has indicated

cognitive enhancements resulting from music instruction in verbal, spatial, and temporal

memory performance as well as executive skills such as planning, organizing,

sequencing, and strategy maintenance. In addition, differentiated tasks, required to play

an instrument, help strengthen and form new synapses (Rauschecker, 2001). One of the

most prominent instruments examined with regard to active music making is the piano.

Piano: A Complex Stimulus

The most intricately and perfectly coordinated of all voluntary movements in the

animal kingdom are those of the human hand and fingers, and perhaps in no other

human activity do memory, complex integration, and muscular coordination

surpass the achievements of the skilled pianist. (Smith, 1953, p. 192)

Pianists convert knowledge into actions based on the central nervous system’s

ability to acquire and implement “translation mechanisms.” These mechanisms are
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capable of assisting the pianist to access memory systems, select relevant facts, choose an

appropriate response, and activate particular sensorimotor areas necessary to execute

complex musical skills (Pascual-Leone, 2001). The sequential movements of a pianist

require visual, proprioceptive, and auditory feedback. Careful practice of any skill,

including the piano, yields fluency. Since piano performance relies heavily on underlying

complex processes, it is not surprising that cognitive processes may be positively affected

through active music making.

Age-Related Memory Loss

Nearly 50 percent of the adult population, age 60 and older, experience mild-age-

related memory loss (Hooyman & Kiyak, 2002). Cognitive deficits have been attributed

to encoding and retrieval operations that can directly affect working memory and

executive functions. Short-term memory or working memory is a broad term used to refer

to information stored in mind in the absence of direct stimulation (Goldman-Rakic,

1995). Executive functions refer to those organizational processes such as concentration

and attention maintenance, set shifting and planning (including strategy adjustment), and

working memory processes (Gazzaniga et al., 2002). Age-related deficits have been

extensively noted in the aging literature with regard to executive functioning. As a result

of these deficits, cognitive maintenance programs have been developed and some “short”

term successes noted in individuals with mild-cognitive deficits (Bakes et al., 1992).

However, few studies denote long-term effects associated with cognitive training

programs (Gunther et al., 2003).

Most cognitive training programs center around one training task such as

memorizing word lists and thus engage few cognitive processing systems (Rosin et al.,

1999; Stigsdotter & Backman, 1989). Music instruction engages many cognitive
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information processing systems, and learning and memory capacities. Engaging these

capacities is essential to maintaining them and preventing their decline in normal aging.

Research has shown significant positive correlations between music instruction and

cognitive memory functions such as verbal or declarative memory in patients with

Alzheimer’s disease and dementia (Stigsdotter & Backman, 1989). The goal of this

research is to extend this approach to the well elderly population (ages 60-85) utilizing

individualized piano instruction (IPI).

Individualized piano instruction (IPI) will serve as an effective and enjoyable

intervention and prevention strategy for those with mild-age-related memory loss. Results

of this study will serve to initiate a long-term program of research whose goals are to 1)

learn which cognitive abilities are most enhanced through piano instruction, 2) identify

which aspects of piano instruction are responsible for cognitive benefits, and 3)

determine the optimal plaee of piano instruction in a cognitive maintenance program.

Study Problem

This research was guided by the following underlying questions concerned with

mitigating mild age-related memory loss in older adults:

A. What is the effeet of individualized piano instruction on overall executive function

in older adults (ages 60-85)?

B. What is the effect of individualized piano instruction on working memory
processes in older adults (ages 60-85)7

C. Does individualized piano instruction result in sustained effects on cognitive

functioning in older adults (ages 60-85)7
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Delimitations

This study was not concerned with

• cognitive interventions for individuals with neurological deficits such as

Alzheimer’s disease and dementia;

• group piano instruction methodology;

• adults over the age of 85 or those younger than age 60;

• the role of musie learning on socioeconomic status or education levels.

Limitations

Limitations of the study design included:

• lack of an attentional component for members of the control group.

• homogeneous demographic characteristics for experimental and eontrol groups.

• length of experimental treatment.

• small overall sample size of 39 subjects.

• variations in quality of piano practice for members of the experimental group.

Definition of Terms

This research study uses terminology for which clarification of meaning may be

necessary.

Individualized piano instruction (IPI) is a progressively difficult piano training

program comprised of music performance, technical and motor dexterity exercises, and

music theory.

Executive functions (EF) are organizational processes related to attention and

concentration, set shifting and planning (including strategy maintenance), and working

memory mechanisms (Gazzaniga et al. 2002).

Working memory is the elemental process of keeping information in mind in the

absence of stimulation.
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Cognitive functions are mental processes such as those related to learning,

memory, attention, perception, planning, problem solving, and information processing.

Prefrontal cortex (PFC) is the part of the brain that has been associated with

executive functioning.

Musical Model of Central Executive Processing (MMCEP) is a model

implicating connections between musical performance and higher cognitive processes

specifically associated with executive functioning based on Baddeley’s (2003) Model of

Working Memory.

Synaptic plasticity is the neurochemical foundations of learning and memory

referring to the variability of the strength of a signal transmitted through a synapse.

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a technique for brain imaging that

involves measuring blood flow containing radioactive atoms that emit positrons.

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is a nonevasive brain imaging

technique that registers blood flow to functional areas of the brain.

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a nonevasive imaging technique that

measures magnetic fields created by electrical currents in the brain.

Basal ganglia are a group of nerve cells including the putamen, globus pallidus,

and substantia nigra that regulate motor performance.

Cerebellum is the caudal most part of the brain that regulates balance,

coordination, and voluntary muscle movements.

Heschel’s gyrus is part of the temporal lobe in the brain also known as the

transverse temporal gyrus. Heschel’s gyrus and the superior temporal gyrus comprise the

primary auditory cortex, Brodmann’s areas 41 and 42.
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Transferability refers to participation in one task generalizing to another task or

skill.

Loci method is a variation of an approach designed to estimate latent cognitive

potential or cognitive reserve capacity by employing classical mnemonics associated with

mental landmarks.

Spatial temporal reasoning is the ability to manipulate objects through space and

time often associated with tasks involved in music, mathematics, and chess.

Temporal memory is memory for events occurring over a period of time often

with specific sequential patterns specific to a particular time frame.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction and Rationale

The review of relevant literature includes interdisciplinary perspectives from the

following fields: music education, neuroscience, cognitive neuroscience,

neuropsychology, and gerontology. To better understand the study rationale, theoretical

and philosophical principles will be examined with regard to music education, lifelong

learning, and adult learning. Following an introduction of these principles, research

examining music therapy initiatives will be discussed with particular attention to active

music making interventions such as those involved in the present study. The challenges

and implications for music education programs are a key feature of this research;

therefore, topics such as reasons for participation in adult music programs and

suggestions for addressing adult learning needs are essential to the promotion and

development of appropriate music programs emphasizing lifelong learning.

Several research questions presented in Chapter 1 seek to examine music’s ability

to potentially enhance cognition. Therefore, research related to memory and memory

changes in older adults as it applies to skill acquisition is explored. Stemming from core

information regarding age-related cognitive changes, the reader will be acquainted with

important research related to executive functioning. One explanation for executive

functioning in relation to functional and structural cognitive changes is the Musical

Model of Central Executive Processing (MMCEP).

10
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Cognitive interventions are diseussed with particular relevance to characteristics of

a successful cognitive training paradigm. These characteristics are compared and

contrasted with the proposed cognitive training regimen, individualized piano instruction

(IPI). To further explain potential cognitive changes as a result of musical training,

research examining issues and concepts related to neuroplasticity. There are a variety of

types of neuroplasticity that can result from musical training. Even though the current

study is focused on changes related to cognitive abilities, neuronal activity underlies

cognitive fimctioning.

Philosophical Principles

“Music is a higher revelation than philosophy.” (Ludwig von Beethoven, as quoted
by Prochnow & Prochnow, 1962, p.l62)

Philosophical foundations support perspectives relating to adult music education.

Philosophy provides the flmdamental basis for the role of music in human life and its

representation in performance. Works of art become the subjective realities ofhuman

feeling from which patterns similar to those expressed throughout the lifespan emerge.

Music embodies the spirit and complexity necessary to facilitate aesthetic experiences

while engaging cognitive abilities. The present research utilizes music as an essential art

form and cognitive maintenance program for older adults. Aesthetic appreciation for

music stems from the ultimate experience of actively engaging in artistic creation. This

review will include a brief discussion of philosophical principles realizing the importance

of music and musical performance to humanity by Suzanne Langer, David Elliot, and

Bennett Reimer.
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Suzanne Langer

Longer describes a work of art as, “an expressive form created for our perception

through sense of imagination, and what it expresses is human feeling” (1957, p.l5). Two

major points regarding music’s role in human lives emanate from this definition. First,

music contains feeling, part of any life experience or activity. Secondly, characteristic

patterns or forms of feelings result from life experiences and are illustrated by the

underlying intensity level created by the activity or occurrence (Langer, 1967). Both

principles guide our perception of musical activities and provide an explanation for the

origination of the aesthetic experience, which is an essential part of music learning.

Human feeling encompasses complex emotions as well as intellectual tensions.

Music becomes an intricate tool for expressing feelings. According to Langer, “because

the forms ofhuman feeling are much more congruent with musical forms than with forms

of language, music can reveal the nature of feelings with detail and truth that language

cannot approach” (1942, p.l91). From Langer’s perspective, human life is permeated by

feelings--not irrational but completely logical in nature.

Langer acknowledges music’s structural principles such as tension and release,

growth and attenuation, and slowing and stowing, as modes ofhuman feeling. Patterning,

established by feelings, contributes to an overall form. This viewpoint explains one of

Langer’s quotes regarding musical experience, “Music is a tonal analogue of emotive

life (Langer, 1953, p. 27). This suggests that active music making and music education

initiatives contain more than material learned and skill development. Active music

making promotes aesthetic experiences through aesthetic perception and aesthetic

reaction. Feelings are portrayed in musical performance; conveying formal elements with

each rise and fall of the melodic line and each successive cadence. It is in the balance of
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changes and permanence that creates form and movement. Langer states, “our sense of

change in permanence, the balance of becoming and passing, is one of the profoundest

aspects ofhuman consciousness” (1957, p.54).

David Elliot

Elliot’s philosophy is built upon the natural act of “musicing” or active music

making. Musicianship is defined as the level of musical understanding and enjoyment

stemming from interpretational process. Performing music is viewed as the most

complete nonverbal description of a musical composition and encompasses the

musician’s understanding of the performed repertoire. Elliot’s philosophy captures the

musical process by describing music as a process to be lived. “Learning to make music

well is what makes the difference between simply having (accumulating, collecting) and

being (doing, achieving, or enjoying)” (Elliot, 1995, p.l73). Elliot refers to music’s

contribution to increased self-esteem through a sense of accomplishment. Feelings of

accomplishment enhanee the quality of life by preventing feelings of depression or

inadequacy, common to aging individuals.

Elliot distinguishes between procedural and declarative musical knowledge through

formalized instruction. A comprehensive musie education does include verbal

(declarative) knowledge of musie history, music theory, and vocal and instrumental

performance practiees. This knowledge guides a musician to a more informed, accurate,

and authentic performance. Formal knowledge should be used to solve authentic musical

problems leading learners to a kinesthetic understanding of musical concepts. Elliot

equates musicianship with musical understanding. Musie making is both procedural and

declarative in nature. Although Elliot’s philosophy establishes many truths about active

engagement leading to productive music making, music education offers more than a
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process to musicianship. There is also an emotional realm included moreover by Langer

and Reimer in the aesthetic philosophical tradition.

Bennett Reimer

Music educates our subjective nature as nothing but art is capable of doing.
(Reimer, 1989, p. 185)

Reimer’ s philosophy regarding music education embodies the spirit of aesthetic

ideology. He recommends educators use musical compositions with increased capacity

for aesthetic reactions, and educators maintain a centralized view of aesthetic experience

to overall teaching and learning (Reimer, 1989). Reimer agrees with Dewey’s philosophy

that offers a slightly different perspective by emphasizing the interaction between

performer and listener. In order to illustrate competence, one must be able to perform

music and perceive music, thus resulting in music cognition. Dewey states, “The one who

knows something about the relaxation of the movements of the piano-player to the

production of the music from the piano will hear something the mere layman does not

perceive-just as the expert performer “fingers” music while engaged in reading a score”

(1934, p. 97). Dewey’s established linkage between music and cognition is essential to

developing musicianship skills.

Reimer’ s philosophy stresses performance as a process for understanding by

stating, “Included in a concept of a performance curriculum, in addition to the graded

literature and the practice materials related to it, will be general learnings about music,

about creativity in the arts, about the role of the performing arts in culture, about art as it

relates to the quality ofhuman life” (1989, p. 193). Reimer’s discussion of music’s role in

an aesthetic education links music and cognition as integral experiences. In addition,

Reimer (2003) believes it is necessary to extend music education opportunities to all
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three levels of active musical engagement including aficionados, amateurs, and

professionals.

Music education has the potential to enhance the quality of life and meet physical,

cognitive, and emotional human needs. Wellness of body and mind are interdependent

upon one another and provide a basis for consciousness of self (Reimer, 2003).

According to Reimer, “Music (and the arts) may be conceived as ways to refine and

extend conscious experience, accounting for the widespread acknowledgement of their

potential to enhance the quality ofhuman life” (2003, p.72). The basis for Reimer’s

statement stems from Damasio’s theory of consciousness, framed by three distinct

phenomena; presence of emotion, feelings of emotion, and understanding of emotion.

Consciousness is directly related to performing or interacting with music as music

“inspirits” or provides new meanings to all who engage in active music making.

Two main components of performing music include competence and interpretation.

These characteristics are applicable to the current research examining effects of music

performance on overall cognition. Competence describes the ability of the performer to

realize the possibilities within a composition. It is the process of building, refining, and

maintaining particular skills necessary to accurately execute score requirements with high

levels of musicianship (Reimer, 2003). Interpretation merges two worlds that of the

composer and performer in a presentation representing a conglomeration of thinking,

doing, and feeling. Music education programs are often focused on developing

competence through a skill-based curriculum; however, these educational programs tend

to neglect the interpretation of the individual performer. Thus, Reimer cautions the field

of music education against promoting convergent rather than divergent thinking (2003).
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Nevertheless, musical performance lies at the heart of any music education program. As

Reimer states, “Music education, in an important sense, initiates and sustains student’s

efforts to achieve increasing competence in the know-hows of creativity, enabling

parallel musical satisfactions to occur” (2003, p. 123). Music education exists to promote

a deeper understanding of musical meaning, and performance is one essential avenue by

which to cultivate skill development and musical knowledge. Nonmusical benefits such

as enhanced spatial temporal abilities related to overall cognitive abilities can also result

from music training (Rauscher et al., 1997).

Summary and Implications for the Present Study

hanger’s philosophy emphasizes the contribution of music to humanity through

subjective symbolic interaction conveying feelings. Feelings are essential components of

life that establish form and movement. Just as temporal changes occur in music. The

present study engages older adults in music education opportunities that teach basic

musicianship and allow for aesthetic experiences as described by hanger and Reimer.

Reimer links music and cognition by relating both components to an overall music

education framework. Music and cognition are key components to the present study

investigating music education s role on mitigating mild-memory loss in older individuals.

In addition, Reimer believes in a quality music education for all students from amateurs

to professionals. A sound music education is essential for all age groups and all ranges or

levels of musicianship. Older adults in the present study are “musically naive” or have

had less than five years of formal musical training. This study illustrates music’s role in

cognition with beginning adult pianists.

Elliott’s philosophy ties the performance aspect to music education as an essential

element. Performance is also an essential element of the current study as beginning older
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adult pianists are provided with individualized piano instruction. The curriculum is

comprehensive and contains applications of both declarative and procedural knowledge

that are met and often conceptualized through kinesthetic and affective performance

domains. Elliott includes music cognition as a performance component by stating, “The

human significance of musicing, listening, and musical works lies in the thought-full

processes required to meet the challenges presented to the human consciousness by

musical works and the actions of musicing and listening”( 1995
, p. 203 ).

If music does enable the development of cognitive abilities in the form of listening,

does music have the capacity to enhance specific cognitive abilities? Most music

education philosophies support the assertion that music is intrinsically beneficial and

teaching and learning must emphasize meaningful, gratifying musical experiences.

Certainly, Reimer and Langer would agree that music is important for music’s sake and

no extraneous reasons for music study are necessary. However, if music can be utilized to

facilitate lifelong learning and provide potential mental health benefits as an additional

positive transfer outcome, music education is fulfilling its mission to serve a community

of learners and potentially enhancing cognition, essential for successful aging. Music

learning is potentially most viable and sustainable when music is experienced in a direct

unifying multi-sensory fashion such as performance. Elliot’s inclusion of listening as a

separate but necessary component to musicianship is consistent with prior views, such as

Dewey’s philosophy, of a comprehensive music education.

The right to a comprehensive music education should not be limited to children.

Just as every child deserves music education opportunities, those opportunities should not
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diminish as one ages. There is a growing need for music educators with gerontological

training to establish adult education programs that promote lifelong learning.

Lifelong Learning

Older adults are living longer, retiring earlier, and maintaining healthier lives. As a

result of this trend, 25% of the population will be age 65 and older by the year 2080 (U.S

Census Bureau, 2004). As a result of the population increase, aging is viewed as a

lifelong developmental process rather than a period of rapid decline. Adulthood is

characterized by maturity and self-actualization. Psychosocial and cognitive theories

describe adulthood as a shift from childhood dependency including external authority

figures to a reliance on internal belief structures (Coffman, 2002). As adults move

through the life course, they experience an array of roles including the “roleless role” of

retirement. Confronted with much desired free-time, many older adults are taking

advantage ofnew learning opportunities.

Norman Cousins commented, “science tends to lengthen life, and education tends

to shorten it; that science has the effect of freeing man for leisure, and that education has

the effect of deflecting him from the enjoyment of living” (Atchley, 1983, p.l67). This

quote, though considered by some as extreme, points out that contemporary education

spends 80-90 ^ of the student s time during 12-19 years of school preparing students for

a career. However, little is done to prepare adults for life outside the job market. Early

retirees are interested in educational opportunities to enhance their knowledge, social,

physical, and mental well-being.

Adults are characterized as self-perpetuated learners with a variety of interests and

abilities. One particular theory regarding adult education proposed by Knowles (1996)

includes the term andragogy. Similar to the word pedagogy (paid meaning ‘child’).
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andragogy (andr meaning ‘man’) was a term originally used by a German teacher,

Alexander Knapp, in 1833 to refer to elements of Plato’s education theory. Knowles

chose this term to stress differences among children and adults as learners. Some critical

assumptions of Knowles theory regarding adults include a shift to self-direction affecting

self-concept, an accumulation of experiential knowledge, an eagerness for learning, a

respect for application and problem solving, and a mature internal motivation for

continued learning.

These assumptions are similar to Cross’ (1981) Characteristics of Adults as

Learners (CAL). CAL incorporates andragogy with experiential learning, and lifespan

psychology. CAL model variables are divided into situational and personal

characteristics. Situational characteristics are comprised of the administrational aspects of

learning such as schedules, locations, procedures, as well as aspects of compulsory or

voluntary learning which distinctly affect levels of self-directed or problem-centered

adult learning. Personal characteristics such as aging, life phases, and developmental

stages contain different outcomes for each individual moving through the lifespan.

Particular aspects of aging can affect lifelong learning; these stem from sensorimotor

deficits including hearing, eyesight, and reaction time. Life phases and developmental

stages often related to age such as marriage, job transitioning, or retirement impact

motivation and time investments in lifelong learning. Recommendations of the CAL

model for adult education programs include capitalizing on adult’s prior experiences,

adapting to age-related limitations, and providing challenging enriching learning

opportunities (Cross, 1981).
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Despite the relevance of both Knowles’ and Cross’s theories, some educators have

criticized adult learning theories by arguing the validity of such theoretical constructs on

the basis of age differentiation. Critics contend that assumptions of self-reflection and

individual autonomy remain typical Western objectives rather than typical adult learning

styles. One suggestion indicates that it may be more beneficial to examine age-related

learning needs rather than identifying age-related differences in learning styles (Purdie &

Boulton-Lewis, 2003).

Theoretical Principles Underlying Adult Learning

Learning style addresses the biological uniqueness and developmental changes that

make one person learn differently from another. Individuals do change the way
they learn... Similarly, developmental aspects relate to how we learn, but more
predictable, follow a recognizable pattern. (Dunn & Griggs, 2000, p.l36)

Learning is a personal process that includes individual learning styles and the

relevance of these styles to a holistic learning experience. Adults, as do children, have

unique learning styles. Learning styles are comprised of preferred methods most

beneficial for a learner to obtain knowledge from a specific environment. Gagne’s

Conditions of Learning (1985) provides a theoretical basis for various domains of

knowledge acquisition including intellectual skills, verbal information, attitudes, motor

skills and cognitive strategies. A combination of prior Pavlovian and Skinnerian

conditioning with other cognitive processes exemplifies Gagne’s theoretical principles

(Lefrancois, 1995). Intellectual skills refer to the modes by which an individual learns,

while verbal information, attitudes, motor skills, and cognitive strategies refer to

components that contribute to learning outcomes.

Gagne s Conditions of Learning theory (1985) is particularly relevant to the present

study as learners in music education programs have different learning styles and the
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manner of influencing intellectual skills differs, thus the reasoning for individual

instruction rather than group courses. In addition, verbal skill, attitude, motor skill, and

cognitive strategizing contribute to progress in a multi-sensory progressively difficult

curriculum such as that of individualized piano instruction. Demands are made on each of

these areas such as coordination between left and right hands in motor skill development

and cognitive strategy implementation (planning and updating) in reading and performing

music.

Various internal and external conditions are required in order for learning to occur

(Gagne, 1985). For instance, when learning cognitive strategies, strategies must be

modeled and rehearsed in order for these strategies to be maintained and applied to

various situations. Gagne’s reasoning as a cognitivist extends to include the issue of

transferability. In addition to internal and external conditions, he includes nine

instructional components and cognitive processes: reception, expectancy, retrieval,

selective perception, semantic encoding, responding, reinforcement, retrieval, and

generalization (1985). Individualized piano instruction in the present research follows

this theory by incorporating a comprehensive, model and practice mode of instruction.

The issue of transferability in a multi-modal approach to learning is addressed in A

Basic Model ofLearning and Memory (Gagne & Driscoll, 1988) by the inclusion of

sensory and motor information contributing to short-term and long-term memory.

Memory mechanisms are governed by an executive control and influenced by

expectancies and the environment. Transferability in the form of improved cognitive

functioning as a result of musical instruction has been studied with respect to children
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and young adults. The following literature discusses contemporary research examining

music’s transferability in both a music therapy and music education framework.

Music Therapy Initiatives

I regard music therapy as a tool of great power in many neurological disorders—

Parkinson's and Alzheimer's-because of its unique capacity to organize or

reorganize cerebral function when it has been damaged. (Sacks, 1 999)

Although normal age-related memory loss is not a disability, nor affects every

individual, music therapy methodology provides insight into the effects of music on

cognitive abilities. Music therapy has only recently been recognized nationally for its

ability to mitigate cognitive deficits. The American Music Therapy Association (AMTA)

established in 1988 serves all populations including those currently in rehabilitation,

hospital, or community settings. Research related to music therapy has traditionally

focused on passive music experiences. For instance, studies have shown that background

music to affect cognitive performance in college students and children (Humphrey,

1980). However, some studies did not yield the same results with regard to older adults.

In a recent study, 1
1 patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) indicated no significant

improvements on the Mini Mental State Examination as a result of background music as

compared to controls (Siber, 1999). Background music was selected for its absence of

rhythmical beat and dynamic uniformity. Not only is music selection important for

studies involving cognition, but the status of either active or passive listening also affects

cognitive abilities.

Active music listening has been shown to increase attention span with older adults.

One study found significant increases in attention levels for 30 patients (16 males, 14

females) with Alzheimer’s disease while listening to music as compared with reading

sessions (Groene, 1993). Levels of attentiveness were measured by seating proximity to
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the session area, since subjects had a history of wandering. Music experiences in this

study included live music provided by a licensed music therapist (playing guitar,

singing).

Active music making combines sensory and motor processes producing a profound

effect on those with cognitive deficits (Bernstein & Clair, 1990). Patients with mild

memory loss as well as those with significant neurological deficits illustrate increased

responsiveness to active music making. Six male patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

(ages 62-73) demonstrated significant durations of vibrotactile responses over 14 weeks

of intervention with the aid of hand drums as compared with singing and non-vibrotactile

responses (Bernstein & Clair, 1990). Vibrotactile responses refer to the subject holding

and playing the hand drum as opposed to non-vibrotactile responses indicated by drum

playing with the drum held for the subject.

Vibrotactile stimulation such as playing an instrument in conjunction with a music

therapy program elicited responses such as smiling, laughing, crying, and clapping, in a

study of six male subjects with severely regressed Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

(Sambandham & Schirm, 1995). Subjects with AD did not normally exhibit these

behaviors. In another study, 19 subjects in a long-term AD care facility were evaluated

with the Music Therapy Assessment Tool (MTAT) after experiencing six weeks of music

therapy twice a week for 30 minutes. Results have shown significant differences in verbal

behaviors and energy levels. Long-term effectiveness was negated due to the extent of

memory deficits in persons with AD. One subject who never verbalized intelligently prior

to the study sat up and looked around and began questioning the nature of her
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environment (Sambandham & Schirm, 1995). Music decreases stress levels and allows

for emotional function and expression.

Active musical interventions of movement, rhythm, and singing, were compared in

a study involving 51 patients (41 females, 10 males; mean age=82 years) with

Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders (ADRD) over 12 weeks in five different

treatment settings (Hanson et al., 1996). Greater levels of passivity were reported during

singing activities than movement activities. Two reasons were presented for these

findings: 1) motor skills are least likely to decline compared with verbal abilities and 2)

different musical activities contain various levels of difficulty. This study emphasized the

difficulty component in singing as compared with gross motor movement. Another study

by Brotons and Prickett-Cooper (1994) compared involvement in a variety of musical

activities including singing, playing instruments, dancing, and musical games. Results of

this study suggest that older adults prefer to be actively engaged in instrumental music as

compared with any other musical activity. Although there were many limitations in this

study such as small sample size and time limitations, this study reflects similar

viewpoints from older adults with mild memory loss (Brotons & Prickett-Cooper, 1994).

Implications for the Present Research

Preferences and learning styles for adults with cognitive deficits can be

distinguished by examining current music therapy research. The present research

involves healthy adults with mild-memory loss in active music making. The literature

describes adult preferences: vibrotactile, kinesthetic, active music making to passive

activities. Differential degrees of difficulty within an active learning environment address

older adult needs and desires. The current study contains a progressively difficult music

program including finger dexterity exercises, music theory, and performance pieces.
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Music therapy initiatives as well as music education programs are able to provide

desirable intrinsically stimulating learning activities adaptable for all learners.

Adult Music Education

No wonder music educators are devoted to encouraging all people, no matter their

age or capacities to experience this inspiration. (Reimer, 2003, p.l 14)

There are many challenges to developing an adult music education program.

Several of these challenges can be overcome with a better understanding as to the most

conducive learning environment for adult learners. This portion of the literature review

will focus on the many challenges to adult participation and continuation in music

education programs as well as community initiatives to include adults in music learning

or intergenerational programs.

Most music education programs devote extensive time to fostering musicianship

skills in the pre-adult population and often provide limited opportunities for older adults.

Adults are inherently interested in music involvement either beginning or continuing

instruction and have time and resources necessary to actively participate. Adult learners

are characterized by a responsibility for individual learning initiatives and a strong goal

oriented desire for lifelong learning. Surveys have indicated that older adults are more

interested in performing music compared to passive activities such as listening to music

(Robertson, 1996). Three fundamental areas for adult music learning are singing or

playing an instrument, reading musical notation, and understanding basic music theory.

Music education programs should emphasize the “how to learn” thereby increases

confidence levels and providing the necessary skills for independent musicianship

(Meyers, 2003).
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Adults leam differently from children and adolescents. Adults have different

capabilities, interests, and motivations and have a wealth of prior experiences from which

to draw upon. Despite the interest in music education programs, few programs address

the needs of the adult population (Ernst, 2003). These needs include appropriate

repertoire selection, regular rehearsals, sensory accommodations, social components, and

large amounts of encouragement. In addition, music educators are currently not trained to

educate senior citizens (Robertson, 1996). Music educators should serve as facilitators of

music instruction rather than authoritative figures. Adults have been shown to respond

positively to community music programs that take their interests into consideration.

Older adults are reluctant to get involved in music education programs due to a lack

of musical self-efficacy, negative prior experiences, and limited involvement

opportunities (Meyers, 2003). Adults may feel discouraged when instruction fails to

meet their needs or address personal goals. Meyer’s twofold approach to adult music

education includes maintaining musical authenticity within method and concept

development and addressing teaching strategies to maintain student interest and meet

individual needs (2003). Often music educators neglect the student’s short and long-term

musicianship goals, creating frustration for the adult student. Another common problem

with current adult music education initiatives is the lack of programs addressing the

beginning adult musician. Less than 20% of high school students participate in music

programs, thus many older adults may enter a music education program as a beginner

(Ernst, 2003). Individuals who participated in high school music programs often set aside

their music making to raise families and pursue careers.
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In one survey, 40% of older adults (ages 70-79) indicated the desire for attaining

higher levels of proficiency on their instrument of choice, with 63% designating the piano

as their instrument of choice (Flowers & Murphy, 2001). Seventy-two percent of

individuals in the 80-90 year-old cohort had experience with formal piano instruction.

Despite age-related physical limitations including hearing loss, lack of mobility, and

memory loss, older adults who were exposed to positive music education experiences

early in life had a vital interest in musical activities (Flowers & Murphy, 2001).

Results of a detailed survey found 90% of the adult population considered music

instruction to be part of a well-rounded education and 88% responded that they

recommended instrumental music be a required course in the curriculum (Cooper, 2001).

Of nearly 570 adult respondents in the same survey, 58% received piano instruction as

children, 15% engage in piano as children and adults, and 3% indicated piano instruction

only as an adult. Personal benefits remain the top reason for engaging in piano practice

and instruction as reported by 75% of adults; over half of these individuals continue to

maintain their skill level (Cooper, 2001).

Trends indicate that nearly two thirds of beginning piano students choose to

renounce piano instruction between middle and high school years prior to developing

necessary basic piano technique and ftmctional skill level (Bowles, 1991). Reasons cited

renouncing piano instruction include time allotment for instruction and practice, self-

perception of performance, and lack of interest in repertoire selected by the instructor

(Cooper, 2001). These results serve as evidence as to the affects of music learning

experiences on music preferences and future music participation.
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Gate’s theory of participation (Coffman, 2002) and Sloboda’s three-stage theory of

musical development apply to adult learners (Sloboda, 1994). Gate’s theory reflects a

type or level of commitment in a particular endeavor ranging from amateur to

professional (Coffman, 2002). Sloboda’s first stage of engagement is based upon feelings

of self-satisfaction, while the second and third stages deal with levels of commitment and

achievement respectively (1994). Results of one study indicated that supportive

conditions for music participation during childhood contributed to the lifelong

commitment to music as an older adult (Sloboda & Howe, 1991). Strong negative

emotions, often due to teacher criticism, were provided as reasons for decreased

participation. Perhaps, the most critical role in music learning is that of the beginning

musician.

Adult Instruction for Beginners

Beginning music programs should instill a sense of musical self-efficacy by

providing a low-risk environment, positive reinforcement, and sequential skill

development. Ifwe truly believe music education is a life-long endeavor, multiple entry

points throughout the lifespan should be established in an adult music program (Ernst,

2001). One program serving as a model adult music education program with multiple

entry points is the New Horizons Band founded in 1991 by Roy Ernst (2001). Performers

in the band take private lessons, participate in small and large ensembles, and practice

between 20-30 hours per week (Ernst, 2003). According to Meyers, “Part of adults’

interest in music learning has to do with the fundamental connection all humans feel with

music, and the yearning for aesthetically satisfying experiences” (2003, p. 26).

Selected music does not have to be difficult to constitute an aesthetically pleasing

musical experience. Results of recent study investigating the most effective strategies to
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increase enrollment of older adults in an Orff Schulwerk program reported selecting

appealing repertoire as one strategy for increased participation (Richardson, 2003). Folk

songs and traditional hymns have been successful for promoting group recorder playing

throughout an adult community in Arkansas (Wold, 2000). Careful repertoire selection is

inherent to motivating and challenging older adults. Physical limitations should be taken

into consideration when planning adult music programs (Ernst, 2001). For instance,

adults with hearing loss should be positioned closer to the conductor. Devices such as

enlarged music, extra scores, and magnifiers, additional lighting and closed-looped audio

systems should be made available to accommodate learners (Ernst, 2001). Choral

programs should include music with lower tessituras and limited vocal ranges while

avoiding music requiring long melismatic phrases, and wide unprepared leaps (Butler et

al., 2002). Although repertoire selection is important to program participation, another

aspect of participation includes a social participation.

As one ages, social networks become even more limited. Part of proactive aging

identifies adaptations, some of which are preventive, to cope with age-related stressors

(Kart & Kinney, 2001). Music education programs can be a positive influence and

vehicle for social experiences. One senior choral program holds holiday gatherings,

community concerts, and arranges rotating car pools in an effort to facilitate friendships

and establish a cohesive musical community (Butler et al., 2002).

Intergenerational Programs

In some schools, adult music programs were established to facilitate

communication between adults (parents and grandparents) in an effort to facilitate clear

communication regarding a child’s music curriculum. Intergenerational programs stem

from this approach and have been quite successful at promoting social involvement in a
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multi-age environment. Intergenerational orchestras have allowed older adults to share

musical knowledge, transfer skills, and learning experiences with younger generations

(Wendell, 1999). One string program developed at the Eastman School of Music entitled,

Time for Bows, seeks to provide assistance to children learning a stringed instrument

by providing an older adult (who may or may not be a parent) to assist with music

learning. Older members of “Time for Bows” may be also beginning string players.

Several programs have sought to eliminate negative stereotypes toward senior

citizens and provide experiences that will inform older adults about current music

programs and funding allocation in the public schools (Bowers, 1998). An

intergenerational choral program. Interlink, developed by the Canadian Mental Health

Association, pairs children with local older adults as pen pals. After months of

exchanging letters, children and older adults meet together to rehearse as a choir and

perform a concert in May. Over forty Interlink programs have been established

throughout Canada (Bowers, 1 998). Intergenerational music programs in Ohio have

brought groups of older adults and children together to create original musicals (Bowers,

1998).

Research has shown significant increases in the attitude of both children and older

adults (as measured by the Age Group Evaluation and Description Inventory (AGED) as

a result of intergenerational music learning (Darrow, Johnson, & Ollenberger, 1994). An

intergenerational high school choral program in Kansas met for sixteen weeks and

rehearsed for ninety minutes per week. In addition to performances, students, parents,

seniors, and the director participated in a one-day retreat devoted to singing together,

sharing life stories, and various activities to promote a community of learners (Darrow,
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Johnson, & Ollenberger, 1 994). Members of a collegiate choir “Senior Singers”

participated in an “Adopt-A-Choir” program in which attitudes were measured with the

AGED Inventory. Rehearsals contained 20 minutes singing big band music, 1 5 minutes

of group social interaction, and 10 minutes singing gospel music (Bowers, 1998). Results

of this study suggest attitude increases for both college students and older adults.

Senior satisfaction with music programs depends upon factors related to the

director, frequency of the program, attendance of rehearsals/ concerts, and adults’

perceptions of social and musical accomplishment (Bowers, 1998). Even though older

adults do experience some physical limitations such as arthritis or visual and auditory

restrictions, they have the ability and determination to learn to read music and persist

with instrumental practice. Older adults in a multiage study had higher posttest

achievement and demonstrated no age-related declines in music learning rate as

compared with unskilled young and middle-aged adults (Meyers, 1986).

Piano Performance

Research has suggested some important physical and psychological considerations

to keyboard participation (Orlofsky & Smith, 1997). Attitude is an important component

to musical performance at any age. Older adults often doubt their ability to perform or

grasp particular concepts due to their age. Musical achievement, however, is not

dependent upon age, but upon one’s ability, practice, and instruction. This is especially

true of piano instruction, which requires high levels of finger dexterity. Age appropriate

materials and exercises designed to strengthen finger dexterity and enhance coordination

should be part of the adult piano curriculum.

Realistic expectations on the behalf of the instructor and student and sequential

learning regimes will further ease beginner fears. According to Orlofsky &. Smith, “Much
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encouragement needs to be given to older keyboard beginners who struggle to overcome

regrets, insecurities, apprehensions, unpleasant memories, and unrealistic expectations”

(1997, p.23). Easing fears of failure in beginners encourages future musical participation,

and it is by increased participation that specific skills or cognitive abilities have the

potential for transfer.

Music Transferability

Most research conducted with regard to transferability focuses on young children

and young adults. Few studies address cognitive transferability resulting from musical

instruction among older adults. The literature discussed provides a framework for which

to address music’s role in cognitive enhancement.

One study assessed visual perception and imagery ability among young adult

musicians and non-musicians (mean age 23.3 years). Musicians demonstrated

significantly enhanced performance on perception tasks than non-musicians. Musical

expertise resulted in improved visuospatial abilities (Brochard et al, 2004). Findings

suggest that, “learning to play a musical instrument and/or to read musical scores involve

the development of specific perceptual, cognitive, and motor skills which are likely to

transfer more generally to other behavioral responses” (Brochard et al., 2004).

Musical training has been shown to increase overall intelligence as measured by the

Short-Term Memory subtest of the Stanford Binet Intelligence Test in 71 children (ages

four to six) who participated in 75-minute KinderMusik classes for 30 weeks (Biharz,

Bruhn, & Olson, 2000). In addition, several studies are relevant to music’s role on spatial

encoding or spatial reasoning. Spatial reasoning is a skill utilized in playing chess and

studying mathematics that requires manipulation of objects within space and time. Recent

research suggests that 10-15 minutes of piano lessons a day for pre-kindergarteners (ages
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four and five) can increase spatial temporal task performance significantly compared to

computer or vocal instruction (Rauscher et al., 1997). Longitudinal studies also reveal

improvements in spatial abilities among children in the fourth through sixth grade

participating in piano lessons compared to controls not engaged in music training (Costa-

Giomi, 1999). Learning to the play the keyboard enabled kindergartners in Kettle

Moraine, Wisconsin, to score 48% higher on a spatial temporal skill test compared with

children who did not receive training (Rauscher & Zupan, 1999).

It is known that spatial reasoning ability has been associated with mathematical

representations in geometry, trigonometry, and calculus. Recent research noted

correlations between musical training and math proficiency in adults (mean age 37.8

years) who had studied instrumental or vocal performance prior to age eight

(Schmidthorst & Holland, 2004). Superior working memory performance and increased

abilities related to abstract representation of numerical values may be shared outcomes of

musical training and math proficiency.

Results of a recent study found that children with musical training of at least one

year demonstrated enhanced verbal memory and retention abilities (Ho, Cheung, & Chan,

2003). Those children who discontinued lessons prior to one year of training did not

indicate memory improvements. Musical training did not result in superior visual

memory abilities. Interestingly enough, music training dming childhood may benefit the

left temporal lobe through reorganization. This hypothesis is consistent with Rauscher’

s

previous findings regarding spatial temporal enhancement. Long-term effects of music

training were also reported in 60 female college students from the University ofHong

Kong with significantly improved verbal memory (Chan, Ho, & Cheimg, 1998).
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Though several studies have examined music’s transferability potential in children

and young adults, few studies have explored this issue in older adults (ages 60-85). The

present study is concerned with music’s potential to enhance or mitigate mild-memory

loss in the form of executive functioning (EF). Executive functioning includes the ability

to plan and integrate information in both verbal and analytical contexts. If transferability

can shown in older adults, then IPI may serve as an effective intervention to prevent loss

or maintain cognitive abilities.

Memory

For four years a young future music educator prepared to play a fully memorized
senior piano recital. At least a hundred people were in the audience with their eyes
gazing at her shaking hands. The first sixteen pages of the Mozart Concerto were
played flawlessly until suddenly the notes were missing. The tune seemed to be lost

or unrecognizable by internal audiation. When Oskanna, her accompanist,
whispered B flat, the brave pianist went on to finish the rest of the recital without
error.

Memory is a fundamental process in learning that involves utilizing several

strategies. Facts or events are recalled as part of our declarative memory, while our

unconscious skill-driven memory is considered procedural memory (Haberlandt, 1999).

Declarative and procedural memories function independently of each other and are

processed in different areas of the brain. Procedural memory has been associated with

increased activity in the basal ganglia and cerebellum, while the cerebellum and

hippocampus play a role in declarative memory (Goldman-Rakic, 1995). Procedural and

declarative memory ftmctions are important in learning a complex subject such as music

and particularly when engaging in instrumental playing.

Research has shown that unconscious procedural learning occurs in the brain with

or without declarative knowledge. One study served to isolate the two types of memory:

procedural and declarative to examine the areas of activation in the brain when one is
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engaged in these areas of learning. Twenty-two right-handed subjects (ages 19-30 years;

13 males and 9 females) participated in a Serial Reaction Time Task (SRTT) and

underwent fMRI scanning (Willingham et al., 2002). Four conditions: explicit-overt,

implicit, random, and explicit-covert were imposed during the scanning procedure. The

explicit-overt condition displayed the repeating red-circle sequence, while the implicit

condition provided a sequence learned without the subject’s knowledge. Random

conditions presented circles in random conditions, and the explicit-covert displayed a

series of black circles. Stimuli were presented on computer screens and each subject’s

finger was mapped to a particular key. In order to avoid potential declarative knowledge

in the implicit condition, starting positions for each sequence were randomly assigned.

During the implicit condition in procedural memory (p<.05), the left inferior frontal

gyrus, right putamen, and left inferior parietal cortex were significantly activated. The

explicit-covert condition activated the same regions as the implicit condition except the

left inferior/ middle temporal lobe was not included. Declarative memory activated

prefrontal cortex during the explicit-overt condition. Overall, the explicit-overt condition

yielded stronger activation than the explicit-covert condition. Procedural memory is not a

consequence of motor sequences alone; instead, it is affected by ongoing declarative

knowledge. In addition, more activation was shown to occur in the left parietal cortex as

a result of procedural learning and the speed at which the subject was able to finish each

task. In other words, the faster the subject could complete the task, the more activation

occurred in the left parietal cortex (Willingham et al., 2002).

This is exactly how skill development occurs when one is actively learning a new

instrument. Declarative knowledge should be provided in the form of approaches to
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proper technique, music theory for basic musicianship, and development of musicality.

The student then must apply declarative knowledge to their practice sessions in order to

maximize efficiency and develop motor skills necessary to facilitate procedural memory.

Procedural memory is dependent upon a number of neuroanatomical components

resulting from the engagement of cognitive processes. Memories start with synapses

between neurons in the brain. The efficiency of the synapse causes plastic changes in the

brain. Such changes are thought to be behind learning and memory functions. Long-term

depression (LTD), a process by which synaptic inputs to a particular neuron depress

transmission of a particular synapse, in the cerebellum has been implicated as the basis

for motor learning. The basal ganglia and cerebellum are responsible for fine motor

movements essential to piano performance. Repeated fine motor movements eontribute to

procedural learning.

Research in patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) has shown that normal function

of the basal ganglia may be necessary motor skill acquisition (Pascuel-Leone, Grafman,

& Hallett, 1995). In addition, patients with cerebellar dysftmction or cortical degeneration

do not display any significant performance improvement as a result of procedural

learning. The deficient performance or inability to manipulate procedural knowledge has

been linked to the absence of normal modulatory motor cortical outputs to particularly

implicated muscles. One may hypothesize that in order for plastic changes to occur as in

the case of procedural learning, intact cerebello-cortical interaction may be required.

Cerebellar function has been suggested to be a time index for events, which establish

procedural learning. Through time indexed events, cross connections between the
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cerebellum and prefrontal cortex may play a powerful role in learning and memory

functions (Pascuel-Leone, Grafman, & Hallet, 1995).

Memory Changes in Adulthood

Memory is the treasure-house of the mind wherein the monuments thereof are kept
and preserved. (Fuller cited in Browns, 1959, p. 402)

Memory decline occurs naturally as people age due to neurological and

physiological changes in the brain. It is estimated that brain mass declines 10% per

decade beginning in adults at the age of 60 (Haberlandt, 1999). This means that there are

decreased levels of neurotransmitter and receptors such as acetylcholine and dopamine,

which influence memory functions. A critical role of acetylcholine is to assist in forming

memory cormections, while dopamine assists in working memory functions (Goldman-

Rakic, 1995). Cell loss and shrinkage is seen in the frontal lobe area that is connected to

working memory. As one ages, loss of control, organization, and coordination may be

impaired.

Research has shown that the hippocampus is responsible for encoding declarative

(explicit) memories such as naming one’s social security number. Learning and memory

functions have been linked to the hippocampus, which can be affected by the perception

of stress. Research has shown that stress can have serious repercussions including,

“deterioration in learning and memory capacity, an exacerbation of the aging-related

decline in cognition, and an enhanced susceptibility of hippocampal neurons to atrophy

or necrosis in response to metabolic challenges” (Kim & Diamond, 2002, p. 453). We

measure memory deficits related to aging, but some decline may be a result of

accumulated insults.
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Damage due to stress can accumulate over the lifespan. Two corticosteroid

receptors contained in the hippocampus are type I, mineralocorticoid receptors (MRs) and

type II, glucocorticoid receptors (GRs). The GRs have been linked to affecting neuronal

metabolism and cell survival in the hippocampus. Stress causes an increase in the level of

corticosteroids and GRs, and thus, impairs hippocampus-dependent learning and

plasticity. Long-term potentiation (LTP) is decreased while long-term depression (LTD)

is enhanced. Stress has been shown to alter the physiological range of synaptic plasticity

(Kim & Diamond, 2002).

In addition, stress has been linked to adult neurogenesis. Adults produce granule

cells in the dendate gyrus. These cells are believed to be involved in the process of

learning and memory functions. Stress serves as an inhibitor for granule cell production

due to an elevation of corticosterone. When hippocampus-dependent learning occurs, the

number of granule cells increase leading to an increased cell survival rate.

An established body of research has focused on the amygdala’s role in influencing

hippocampal functions. The amygdala-hippocampal bundles stemming from the

basolateral amygdala (BLA) contain corticosteroid receptors, the adrenal hormone

adrenaline. During a stressful experience, adrenaline is released which activates the vagus

nerve innervating and affecting the amygdala. This process can change the formation of

emotional memory. Stimulation of the amygdala indirectly effects synaptic activity in the

hippoceimpus by regulating LTP (Kim & Diamond, 2002).

Musicians express themselves through their music. Emotional memory is

constantly influencing composition and performance. Beethoven’s career and physical

health were measured on a points scale assigned to each stressful event. During times of
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robust health or low stress levels, Beethoven illustrated less melodic originality as

compared to times when the composer’s health was failing and or undergoing stressful

life events (Simonton, 2001). It appears that Beethoven is communicating his emotions at

the time with his audience. Performing music allows for emotional expression and is

effective in lowering stress levels.

Older Adults and Skill Acquisition

Although it is important to distinguish memory differences associated with age,

skill acquisition and maintenance may be slower, but older individuals are able to achieve

the same levels of performance as younger individuals (Haberlandt, 1999). Examples of

this phenomenon extend from professional typists to athletes when accuracy is

maintained. The speed for some skills can be maintained if they are continuously

practiced.

Four groups of pianists (young amateur, young expert, older amateur, older expert)

were asked to play a set of difficult piano pieces while assessed on accuracy, force on

keys, and interkey interval (Krampe & Ericsson, 1996). Older amateur pianists exhibited

a slowdown in interkey interval, while interkey interval was maintained in older expert

performers. Assessments including the SRTT, choice reaction time task (CRTT), and

digit symbol substitution task (DSST), all of which have shown slowdown among both

groups of older pianists. This study led to Ericsson’s theory of skilled practice, which

simply states that experts within a particular skill have representative information

processed in long-term memory, £uid therefore these individuals are able to utilize

working memory for planning and retrieval.

Older individuals can learn new skills, however, research in this area is rare. It is

known that implicit information remains constant as one ages and explicit memory
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decreases. According to Krampe and Ericsson (1996), anyone can become an expert as

long as they practice. Retention of skills is only maintained through practice and,

according to descriptive results, hours of accumulated practice affect level of expertise.

Perhaps, the greatest factors regarding level of expertise are feedback and motivation.

The present study is primarily concerned an area of cognitive functioning

associated with executive functions; working memory. Many studies have documented

cognitive deficits with regard to cognitive flexibility and executive functions in older

adults, with greater impairment in the oldest participants (Shimamura, 1990). For older

adults, especially, executive functions and other high order cognitive skills are essential

to maintain the quality of life and promote successful aging.

Executive Functions (EF)

Executive functions (EF), commonly referred to as central executive processes or

executive functions, refer to a lose collection of control processes including planning,

inhibition, monitoring, updating and working memory tasks, often mediated by the

prefrontal cortex (Rabbitt, 1997). EF tasks can be as simple as planning to locate your car

keys or as complex as strategizing the fastest route to a new destination and the tasks

required to carry out the task. Many EF tasks assess cognitive flexibility, which involves

an individual to shift between tasks or the ability to follow one rule and shift to another

principle without verbal or written instructions to do so. If one has difficulty inferring

that the rules have changed and thus switching principles, this is referred to as a

perseveration error (Woodruff-Pak & Papka, 1999). Perseveration errors are measured in

typical EF tasks such as the Wisconsin Card Sort Task (WCST) (Gunning-Dixon & Raz,

2003).
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Due to the large array of cognitive abilities employed in individual executive

functioning tasks, EF processes are very difficult to measure and contain low levels of

construct validity (Rabbitt, 1997). For instance, planning requires a number of steps from

strategies development to steps taken to carry out a task. Despite poor construct validity,

EF has been successfully studied (Collette & Van der Linden, 2002). Results of recent

research acknowledge that EF deficits are common among older individuals (Kray, Eber,

& Lindenberger, 2004).

Models of Executive Functioning

In the past two types of scientific models, unitary and distributed models, were

proposed for EF. Recently, research has shown evidence supporting distributed models of

EF (Jonides et al., 2003). EF is not one unitary process as different neural areas

responsible for cognitive functioning support selective attention processes and

manipulation of maintained intentions. FMRI evidence further suggests that EF tasks

contribute to activation in the frontal, parietal, and anterior cingulate areas (Rabbitt,

1997; Cohen et al., 1997; Perlstein et al., 2003).

Baddeley’s Model of Working Memory was one of the first to include central

executive as a critical component in which the visuospatial sketchpad and phonological

loop are “slave systems” (Baddelley & Hitch, 1974). The visuospatial sketchpad refers to

descriptions of an object including information such as spatial location. Phonological

loop refers to linguistic representations in accordance with auditory rehearsal strategies.

An expectation of the model is that visuospatial and phonological loop processes

correspond to right and left hemisphere activation (Gazzaniga, Ivry, & Mangun, 2002).

However, brain activation with regard to executive function is not well understood.

Although most EF processes are associated with frontal lobe activation, the parietal lobe
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has been associated with spatial attention, an additional component of EF. Also, the basal

ganglia and cerebellum may contribute to EF processed in the frontal lobe through

integrated networks. Therefore, research in neuropsychology suggests that EF processes

are not exclusively localized to the frontal lobe (Rabbitt, 1997).

Recently, Baddeley has modified his Model of Working Memory to include

language and visual semantics as links to visuospatial sketchpad and phonological loop

respectively. Episodic long-term memory extends to both language and visual semantics

(Baddeley, 2000). Although Baddeley’ s Model of Working Memory does not explicitly

address music’s role in central executive processing, components of his model were used

as the basis for a newly proposed model: the Musical Model for Central Executive

Processing (MMCEP).

Musical Model of Central Executive Processing (MMCEP)

The Musical Model of Central Executive Processing (MMCEP) connects auditory

stimuli in the form of music with cognitive domains and neurological correlates (Figure

1). Similar to Baddeley’s Model of Working Memory (2000), the MMCEP contains the

central executive system, which remains the primary cognitive domain serving visual and

auditory stimuli. The MMCEP supports recent research linking music with specific

neural correlates, and provides a prospective for neural and cognitive processes. In the

MMCEP, organized auditory stimuli are added to language providing the framework for

long-term memory processes and the inclusion of music. Music and language are

formally related and recently found to share integral pitch processing mechanisms

(Schon, Magne, & Besson, 2004).
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Figure 1 . Musical Model of Central Executive Processing (MMCEP)
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The combinations of visual and auditory interactions contribute to short-term

memory and long-term memory. Both short and long-term memory systems impact

music learning. For instance, a new piece of music will entail coordination of particular

musical passages or explicit skill learning. After practice, the skill becomes implicit

(Pacual-Leone et al., 1994). Since long-term memory benefits from procedural or implicit

memory gained from both motor and cognitive skills utilized in music performance,

research has linked parts of the brain such as the basal ganglia and cerebellum, networked

in conjunction with the prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Ragert et al., 2004).

Similarly, musicians are planning and organizing movements as well as expressive

nuances resulting from working memory usage. A component of working memory is

central executive processing. Central executive processing ultimately controls goal

setting and decision- making affecting learning outcomes. Goals and decisions are based

upon the entire experience. In this study, music in the form of IPI is the sensorimotor

experience. Information is sent to the motor components, basal ganglia and cerebellum,

from the cortex after conscious decisions to update or change strategies are made and

implemented. Recent fMRI data suggest that EF processing is associated with activations

in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) as well as other areas of the brain such as the parietal lobe

(Esposito et al., 1999). This would explain a separate connection stemming from visual

semantic processing, which requires attentional components controlled by the parietal

lobe, also networked to the PFC.

MMCEP model accounts for enhanced verbal and spatial abilities with regard to

music training for both young children and adults (Rauscher & Zupan, 1999; Chan, Ho,

Cheung, 1998). Central executive processing is at the heart of the model as musicians are
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constantly planning and updating strategies for performance. Included in musical practice

is the concept of inhibition, which requires repetitive reinforcement of positive or

enhanced outcomes while inhibiting negative outcomes. Music as a discipline contains a

level of progressive difficultly contributing to the novelty of the experience, which is

characteristic of EF processes (Rabbitt, 1997).

The present research involves music instruction as a cognitive training intervention

for older adults (ages 60-85) to mitigate mild-age related memory loss with regard to EF.

The MMCEP, unlike many other models examining EF processes, includes musical

stimuli as a learning domain associated with auditory processing. Furthermore, the

MMCEP provides a conceptual framework for developing a musical cognitive training

intervention with the inclusion of structural and functional cognitive components.

Examination of relevant literature related to cognitive training programs will provide

further evidence of music’s ability to benefit older adults.

Cognitive Training Programs

Cognitive impairments affect psychological well-being and directly influence

successful aging. Age-related cognitive deficits are common among individuals age 65

and older (Hooyman & Kiyak, 2002). Loci method refers to locating familiar objects

based upon prior experiences. Memory loss remains the most common cause of cognitive

impairment and increases substantially with age. The exploration of various cognitive

interventions designed to prevent or slow memory loss has been a topic receiving

increased attention.

Cognitive interventions have included task-related interventions, physical

interventions, pharmalogical interventions, and combinations of these. This review of

literature relating to cognitive interventions focuses on task-related or behavioral
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interventions in order to specifically address the following questions: 1) What behavioral

interventions are currently being used? 2) Are cognitive training programs beneficial and

what are the characteristics of the optimal cognitive training program? 3) Do cognitive

training programs have long-term sustainability?

Results of a recent study compare the benefits of two particular mnemonic

strategies (loci mnemonic vs. strategy training) in elderly individuals (Cavallini et al.,

2003). There were no significant differences in memory performance between loci

method and strategy training, although, strategy training did assist with the memory for

places task. Not only did elderly individuals benefit from ecological memory tasks, but

all adults (young and old) demonstrated a significant increase in performance. Increases

in memory performance are possible throughout old age especially when memory tasks

are familiar.

The data presented are consistent with ‘selective optimization with compensation’

described by Baltes and Baltes (1990). The theory of selective optimization with

compensation refers to three-part adaptation strategy including selecting the most

important responsibilities and activities for maintenance; discovering techniques to

optimize performance, and developing new strategies to compensate for any potential

losses or declines (Kart & Kinney, 2001). Arthur Rubinstein, concert pianist, employed

the techniques of selective optimization with compensation. After age 80, he reportedly

chose to limit his repertoire, practice these select pieces more frequently, and play slower

prior to faster sections so as to appear faster to the audience (Kart & Kinney, 2001).

Traditional memory skill training includes mnemonic devices, visualization, and

cuing, while cognitive restructuring interventions deal with memory controllability and
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memory enhancement via self-instructional strategies. One study compared both

cognitive training techniques among 117 subjects (34 males with a mean age= 69.2 years;

83 females with a mean age=69.3 years) who participated in either cognitive restructuring

memory training classes or traditional memory training classes for two-hours per week.

Results of this study suggest that changing self-perceptions regarding personal memory

through cognitive restructuring programs offer personal control over memory and yield a

greater focus of attention, increased cognitive effort, and more efficient use of strategies

and other class resources (Caprio-Prevette & Fry, 1996). One possible reason for minimal

performance gains from traditional memory training programs is lack of transferability.

In addition, traditional memory training did not provide skills for use in typical life

situations.

Results of study examining approaches to cognitive training with explicit memory

tests and mirror-reading tasks in 26 subjects (17 patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

and 9 neurologically normal controls) found that AD patients learn similar to normal

learners when presented with unique word triads or geometrically transformed words

(Deweer et al., 1993). Until recently, it was believed that only procedural memory with

regard to motor task performance remained in tact for patients with AD. This study

stresses the normal ability for implicit learning through practice for patients with mild to

moderate AD. This study has implications for individuals with mild-memory loss as

practice relates directly to memory sustainability.

Results of a recent study examining the effects of weekly computer-assisted

cognitive training on age-associated memory deficits yielded long-term enhancements in

primary and secondary working memory components (for verbal and visual stimuli)
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(Gunther et al., 2003). Enhancements were noted in information processing speed,

learning, and interference tendency on the Cognition I assessment for elderly men and

women (15 women, 4 men) ages 75-91 (mean age 83.5 years) with age-related memory

loss. Tasks used in this study were specifically sensitive to attention, visuo-motor

performance, reaction time, vigilance, attentiveness, memory, verbal performance and

general knowledge. Despite limitations such as the lack of control group, results of this

pilot study provide evidence of long-term cognitive enhancements as a result of

computer-assisted training.

Cognitive training programs elicit usage of different parts of the brain in younger

and older adults. One study utilized positron emission tomography (PET) to examine the

neural correlates of memory acquisition and usage after cognitive training hy loci method

(Nyberg et al., 2003). Subjects (8 young adults and 16 older adults) were scanned while

encoding 1 8 words and during a serial recall of the word list. Subjects were then

instructed to memorize the location of words in the temporal presentation order while

scanning occurred. In between each scan, subjects were given the loci list and asked to

memorize word locations. Results of this study suggest age-related differences in

cognitive-reserve capacity with specific regard to a frontal processing deficiency and

posterior production deficiency in older adults. Encoding spatial information has

implicated the parietal lobe in both younger and older adults. Conclusions of this study

suggest working memory declines may be attributed to reduced dorsal frontal activity.

Therefore, one recommendation for improving cognitive training programs may be to

include tasks that promote dorsal frontal activation.
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Results of a recent cognitive training study involving twenty-two patients with mild

to moderate Alzheimer’s disease have shown significant improvements in scores related

to the Attentional Matrices, Verbal Fluency, and Functional Living Skills Assessments

(Farina et al., 2002). However, after a three-month delay, scores were not maintained.

Patient scores regressed to pre-training status indicating that some cognitive training

programs may not have long-term lasting effects. Cognitive training measures in this

particular study consisted of a five-week individual training program in which patients

participated three times per week for 45 sessions. Patients either received procedural

memory training with twelve of the 24 Activities of Daily Living such as washing hands,

setting and unsetting the table, and preparing tea or coffee; or training related to residual

cognitive functions such as attention, short-term memory, language, and visuospatial

tasks. Results have shown higher score increases among those individuals participating in

the procedural memory training possibly due to engaging both cognitive and motor

mechanisms.

Three training interventions are examined in a recent study: memory course

(focusing on short-term versus long-term and episodic versus semantic memory);

audiotape program (using Mega Memory and Neuropsychology ofMemory Power tapes);

and Microcomputer-Based Training {Colorado Neuropsychology Tests). Results from 42

adults over 80 years of age suggest that motivational components of training are essential

to promote memory enhancements (Rasmusson, 1999). All three forms of training were

successful to some extent; however, one significant difference between individuals who

achieved the most success with training interventions and those with lesser success levels
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was better overall physical health. Thus, those that maintain better physical health may

have a greater response to cognitive training interventions.

Results from one study examine the possibility of coordinating auditory digit span

and tracking tasks after the presentation of a cognitive training paradigm (Rosin et al.,

1999). This particular study based its rationale on the nature of the phonological loop,

which contributes to working memory. The dual task paradigm is primarily concerned

with the central executive system, which is directly influenced by working memory. Even

though this study was conducted on 33 healthy university students (17 women and 16

men, mean age=25.67 years), the research has implications for developing training

programs for older adults. Results of this study indicate an increase in performance of the

dual-task coordination when the dual task, not the single task, was performed initially.

Most cognitive training programs focus on training one specific task and training one

specific task prior to engaging in variable approaches. Therefore, a multimodal approach

to cognitive training is more desirable and has a greater potential to illicit more

pronounced cognitive enhancements.

One recommendation made in the literature emphasizes the importance of a

positive attitude regarding performance tasks. If older adults learn a task by watching and

practicing with the instructor using verbal mnemonics to assist with task performance,

then performance will not reflect a lack of mnemonic use. Practice effects are further

highlighted when discussing results of another study utilizing different lists of pair

associate words. Two concerns brought to the forefront involve the time for cognitive

training and generalizability of training to everyday life. One quote captures the

regarding adult learners, “One must be convinced that aging as such does not result in the
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inability to remember information; rather, it may necessitate approaching learning in a

new or more appropriate manner” (Treat et al., 1978, p.312).

One himdred forty-two subjects (110 women and 32 men) participated in a study

that examined efficacy issues related to cognitive maintenance programs. Subjects were

randomly assigned to matched groups that participated in a nine-week training program

either: a memory training experimental group or a videotape educational control group. A

testing battery was administered both for baseline data and three post-intervention

assessments (immediately following training and after a three and six month delay).

Results of this study showed that participation in a memory enhancement-training

program decreased memory concerns among subjects compared with the video control

group. A greater sense ofmemory self-efficacy was maintained after the six-month delay

(Mohs et al., 1999).

Implications for Current Research

The literature focuses on current cognitive training programs with respect to

behavioral paradigms and their ability to mitigate memory loss. Characteristics of

cognitive programs that illustrate long-term sustainability include those that are

multimodal in nature, provide ample rehearsal, promote self-efficacy, and encourage

social elements. Older adults exhibit different types ofmemory loss i.e. executive

memory function or prospective memory skills. It is essential for researchers and

gerontologists to strive to develop programs that continually address the needs of older

adults on many levels. Multimodal approaches to cognitive training have shown some

transferability, whereas focused performance on one particular skill or task has had little

affect on cognitive abilities. In addition, long-term sustainability appears to be directly

related to self-efficacy and rehearsal maintenance.
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Music instruction in the form of individualized piano instruction (IPI) combines

cognitive and motor abilities in a progressively difficult training paradigm requiring

rehearsal for skill progression and maintenance. Self-efficacy and social elements are also

positive outcomes resulting from successful music instruction. The present study

evaluates the effectiveness of individualized piano instruction as a cognitive training

program in mitigating age-related memory loss in a multimodal task, which is an

important part of a program with long-term sustainability. Multimodal paradigms such as

music training offer some evidenee as to why some tasks illicit transferability. However,

in order to better understand transferability with regard to music, the effects of music on

the brain must be analyzed.

Neuromusicology

Most observed eognitive differences as a result of musical instruction rely on

higher top-down cognitive processes such as attention and memory. Imaging studies and

electro-physiological measurements provide insight into brain regions affected as a result

of instruction. There is growing evidence to suggest the effects of long-term music

instruction on structure and function of adult musicians’ brains (Pantev et al., 2001).

Even though the current study examines the role of music education as a cognitive

intervention with a battery of behavioral measures, changes in cognitive processes

directly relate to potential changes in structural and functional neural correlates.

This portion of the review of literature will foeus on neuroplastic changes and

motor induced plasticity resulting from musical instruction. The rationale for the current

study is that music instruction with progressive difficulty forces many brain areas to be

simultaneously active. Simultaneous activations in the brain play a key role in current

models of the fundamental physiological processes underlying learning.
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Learning processes often show evidence of transferability. One hypothesis is that

the pattern of transferability is predicted by the overlap between brain areas

simultaneously activated in different cognitive domains. Unfortunately, few studies

discuss multiple brain activations within a single task. However, recent research does

provide evidence of particular brain areas activated while engaged in specific cognitive

tasks. In the following review, attention is given to perceptual and motor literature as

these processes underlie music learning.

Application to Music Education

There is no denying the importance of music for “music’s sake.” However, for

many music educators forced to justify their music programs on a daily basis, knowledge

of neural processing and its role in performance and perception of music may serve as a

teaching and advocacy tool. Current brain research also addresses the needs of all

learners, including adults in the music classroom, by exploring the processing implicit in

learning music concepts related to our National Standards. If music educators and

researchers are aware of the neural processes necessary to understand a concept or

perform a skill, they will be better equipped be refine or modify teaching practices to

serve specific teaching environments and benefit students of all ages. The present

research is concerned with musical learning with regard to transferability effects of piano

performance on cognition. This portion of the review of literature will focus on

neuroplastic changes and motor induced plasticity resulting from musical instruction.

Introduction To Plasticity

The human mind cannot create anything. It produces nothing until after having
been fertilized by experience and meditation; its acquisitions are the germs of its

production. (Buffon cited in Browns, 1970, pg. 408)
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Plasticity can be defined as, “changes in the anatomy and physiology of neural

structures that occur after the structures receive neural inputs that differ from those that

they previously received, especially because of environmental influences” (Yost, 2000, p.

264). Neurons are basic nerve cells of the central nervous system (CNS) that contain at

least one axon and one more dendrites. Neurons are characterized by specific

connectivity and number of impulses conducted. Sensory neurons transmit information to

the spinal cord and the brain, while motor neurons transmit information from the brain

and spinal cord to the muscles and glandular tissue (Purves et al., 2004). Neurons send

information through synapses. Learning and memory functions have long been explained

due to plastic changes in neural organizations. Research has shown plastic changes that

occur within a developing animal. Further information suggests that the adult CNS may

also have the capability to reorganize as a result of synaptic firing patterns evident in

acquiring a new skill such as learning to play the piano.

Hebbian Plasticity

Music serves as a complex stimulus with the ability to stimulate a multitude of

brain regions. These cormections are strengthened with practice. Hebbian learning rules

support this framework by stating, “synapses are driven to change by temporally coherent

inputs in a competitive neural network” (Munte, Altenmuller, & Jancke, 2002, p. 473).

Hebb’s theory simply implies that experiences govern synaptic activity resulting in a

newly learned concept or skill.

In 1 949, Donald Hebb designed the model for learning and memory based on

synaptic plasticity in pre and postsynaptic activation. Hebb’s model extends beyond J.B.

Watson’s (behavorists) approach by insisting that association could not be localized to a

single synapse. Neurons formed “cell assemblies” that contained attributes of synaptic
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activations. Stimulus and response mechanisms were thought to account for by a central

neural mechanism. Hebb’s “dual trace mechanism ofmemory” accounts for short-term

memory as reverberatory neural activity, which translates to synaptic connections that

establish long-term memory. According to Hebb, activity patterns are stored in synaptic

connections and recalled by excited sensory neurons. Even though Hebb’s theory still has

questionable validity, the discovery of long-term potentiation (LTP) and the role of the

NMDA receptor have reinforced the theory and provided insight into pre- and

postsynaptic activity.

Long-term potentiation (LTP) is the process of increasing the size of a synaptic

potential. LTP occurs in the hippocampus, an area of the brain commonly associated with

learning and memory. This process can last hours or even days and is stimulated by

previous synaptic activation. Early experimental research by Bliss and Lomo has shown

that high frequency stimulation can lead to an increase in excitatory synaptic potentials

(Nicholls et al., 2001). One mechanism underlying the possibility of long-term

potentiation involves the increase in the amount of calcium (Ca) in a post-synaptic cell.

Ca flows through NMDA receptors, which depend upon being depolarized (getting close

to 0 charge) so that magnesium no longer blocks calcium ion channels (Nicholls et al.,

2001). LTP has been linked to supporting Hebb’s learning model. However, there is

some controversy as to whether enhancements at the synaptic level are directly related to

those experienced in learning at the behavioral level (Haberlandt, 1999).

Long-term depression (LTD) acts in opposition to long-term potentiation. Like

LTP, LTD depends upon the accumulation of calcium channels. LTD is caused by a

small increase in calcium concentration whereas LTP is caused by a large increase in
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calcium concentrations. Other forms synaptic modification include LTP and LTD such as

synaptic scaling, spike timing dependent plasticity, and synaptic redistribution (Abbott &

Nelson, 2000).

Short-term changes can last from tens of milliseconds to tens of minutes. Synaptic

facilitation is the effect of repetitive stimulation in the pre-synaptic terminal, which

causes the release of transmitters. Augmentation is a phase of facilitation that may last for

several seconds but comes more slowly than facilitation and lasts longer. This means that

augmentation has a time constant of decay of five to ten seconds. Post-tetanic

potentiation (PTP) involves longer trains of presynaptic action potentials lasting for tens

of minutes. PTP is caused by prior stimulation which allows for increases of transmitter

release from pre-synaptic terminals (Nicholls et al., 2001).

Short-term plasticity in the form of post-tetanic (tetanic refers to a train of action

potentials) potentiation, augmentation, facilitation, and depression may also play a role in

memory traces (Seung, 2000). That is, depending on the rate at which a neuron is

signally, synaptic efficiency is determined by the rate and strength at which a neuron is

signaling.

Research on animal models has shown neuroplasticity to occur at the molecular,

synaptic, and macroscopic structural levels. When one is actively engaged in practicing

or performing music, auditory and somatosensory excitations occur that are responsible

for transmitting information to receptors and fiber systems involved in specialized

regions of the cerebral cortex (Pantev et al., 2001). Thus, experiences change temporal

and spatial cortical neuronal response properties crucial for the operation of learning

mechanisms (Kilgard et al., 2001).
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Neuroplasticity and Music Training

Musical training has the capacity to result in neuroplastic changes to the brain.

When brains of 30 keyboard players and 30 non-musicians were compared, evidence of a

larger anterior corpus callosum among musicians was found (Schlaug, 2001). In an

earlier study, the cortical representation area representing the long finger flexor and

extensor muscles enlarged as subjects played a five-finger exercise on the keyboard

(Pascual-Leone et al., 1995). Instrumental music requires strengthening muscles that

influence changes in the cortical movement represented in the primary motor cortex.

In addition, cortical representations are larger for those who begin music lessons at

an early age (prior to age seven) due to brain plasticity (Schellenberg, 2001). String

players show an increased representation in the cerebral cortex for the fingers in their left

hand (Pantev et al., 1995). Researchers can imply that it may be possible to alter the

patterns of cortical organization.

Somatosensory evoked magnetic fields (MEG) were used to indicate cortical

representations of the digits in the left hand. Results showed larger cortieal

representations in the left hand for nine string players as eompared to controls (Elbert et

al., 1995). Cortical right hand representations did not differ between experimental and

control groups; however, left hand fingers D1 and D5 illustrated a significantly stronger

cortical activation pattern in string musicians. The level of increase in cortical

representations depended in part on the age at which the subject started receiving

instrumental instruction as greater representation in D5 pertained to subjects starting

instruction at early ages. Subjects who began musical training on violin or cello after age

13, displayed higher cortical representations than control subjects but less pronounced

than subjects receiving training prior to age 13.
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In another study involving 1 7 musicians (eight violinists and nine trumpet players),

evoked magnetic field responses were measured utilizing piano tones and pure tones.

Responses were found to be 25% larger for piano tones than pure tones (p<.001). Cortical

strength was larger for timbres of the instrument in which the subject was trained,

especially if the subject began instrument practice prior to age nine (Pantev et. al., 1998).

Timbre specificity occurs as a result of use-dependent plasticity present in this study as a

result of subject’s instrument preference affecting cortical strength.

Another study examining piano tones and pure tones as perceived by musicians,

non-musicians, and individuals with absolute pitch found similar results (Pantev et al.,

2001). Musicians with absolute pitch (mean age of 29 years) practiced for an average of

27 hours per week, while musicians with relative pitch (mean age of 26 years) practiced

an average of 23 hours per week. Control subjects had a mean age of 26 years. In order to

qualify as having absolute pitch, musicians had to correctly identify at least 90% of the

tones. Acoustic stimuli included a pseudorandom sequence of four tones (C4, C5, C6,

and C7 with fundamental frequencies equally 262, 523, 1046, and 2093 Hz respectively).

In musicians, the “strength of the electrical dipole moment was 25% stronger for piano

tones as compared to the one for the pure tones (p<.001)” (Pantev et al., 2001, p. 307).

Implications of this study suggest that neural representations are specific to

processing tones of musical scales for musicians. Age of initial instruction plays a strong

role in the degree of somatosensory representation as well. Early exposure to musical

instruction (prior to age ten) resulted in stronger neural representations, and results of

both studies also suggest that musical instruction can induce plastic changes in an adult

brain. In addition, string players display a larger expansion of the cortical response in the
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left hand as a result of practice effects. Musicians display “pre-wiring” for musical pitch

organizations as cortical representations increase when listening to piano tones.

One fault of these early studies is that although musical tones were used; music

itself involves structured tones. Elements such as rhythm, melody, and harmony are

processed at cognitive and neural levels. Researchers are beginning to measure mismatch

negativity (MMN), “a frontal negative wave (Nd) in the event-related potential (ERP), is

a marker of the pre-attentive detection of changes in regular sequences of auditory

stimuli” (Munte, Altenmuller, & Jancke, 2002, p. 474).

MMN has been linked to neurons on the supratemporal plain of the temporal lobe

and portions of the frontal cortex. Neuron populations are shaped in the auditory cortex

as a result of years of musical training and are sensitive to subtle changes in auditory

stimuli with simple or high-order regularities. Results of one study suggest that

professional musicians have superior attention-dependent processing and selectivity in

the pitch dimension (Munte et. al., 2001).

Research has shown that brain areas differ in size and structure between musicians

and non-musicians. Areas, such as the planum temporale, anterior corpus collasum, the

primary hand motor area, and the eerebellum, have been the subjects of recent research in

neural plasticity. A study involving 30 musicians (string and keyboard instrument

players) who began their training prior to age seven and 30 control non-musicians,

suggests that musicians have larger anterior midsagittal corpus callosums (Schlaug et al.,

1995). Measurements of the eorpus callosum were taken from each image while subjects

were given a series of handedness assessments including a finger-tapping motor

performance evaluation. Musicians were found to have significantly (p<.05) larger corpus
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callosums with interobserver reliability at (r= .96). The size of the corpus callosum

influences the number of axons crossing the midline, in other words, musicians may have

enhanced interaction between both right and left hemispheres.

Anatomical differences relating to motor and auditory processing have been linked

to left and right primary sensorimotor regions, the left basal ganglia, and the bilateral

cerebellum, and left posterior perisylvian. Male musicians have been shown to have an

increased mean relative cerebellar volume than male non-musicians (Schlaug, 2001).

Motor Memory

Plato’s Theaetetus states, “Minds made out of the soft wax are good at learning, but

apt to forget; those employing the hard wax are the reverse.” (Medina et al., 2002,

p.l22)

Obviously, motor memory plays an important role in learning, especially in

learning a new skill such as playing a musical instrument. Where exactly do memories lie

in the brain? One thought involves utilizing Pavlov’s associative theory known as

classical conditioning. In classical conditioning, the learner is provided with a

conditioned stimulus (CS) that is paired with a significant unconditioned stimulus (US) to

evoke a conditioned response (CR). One example of this is eyelid and fear conditioning.

In other words, the animal is provided with a tone followed by a puff of air into the eyes.

After a few trials, the animal associates the tone with a puff of air into the eyes. Pavlov’s

association theory is not erased by extinction. Studies have allowed researchers to

hypothesize that deep cerebellar nuclei and overlying cerebellar structures regulate the

acquisition and storage of motor memories. Cerebellum-dependent motor learning and

amygdala-dependent fear conditioning can be grouped into a “trigger and storage model

for memory,” however; the localization of these systems may differ during the learning

process (Medina et al., 2002). Learning implicates to groups of neurons. The first group
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of cells changes rapidly with the introduction to new knowledge or skill, while the second

group of cells develops slowly and result and resist extinction. Research indicates that

different cell populations contribute differently to initial encoding and long-term memory

storage.

Nine healthy right-handed subjects (four women and five men, mean age 58 years)

were involved in a sequential foot movement study in motor imagery (MI). Subjects were

scanned while performing and after an hour of training using foot sequences. Bilateral

changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF) were indicated in the dorsal premotor cortex,

cerebellum, and left inferior parietal lobule. After training, subjects exhibited stimulation

in the medial orbitofrontal cortex, striatum, and left rostral portion of the anterior

cingulate. Results of this study serve to better understand cerebral plasticity as it relates

to MI. Plasticity did occur in learning the foot sequences physically, but MI also has

shown to enhance cerebral plastic changes. Although it is still unknown as to whether

plasticity during the learning of a new skill is reflected by imagination, research has

shown that physical practice of sequential movements does increase activation of cerebral

structures (Lafleur et al., 2002). Physical phases of skill development from utilizing

finger sequences have shown activations in the dorsal premotor cortex, inferior parietal

cortex, and cerebellum.

Sensorimotor Plasticity

Procedural memory refers to the ability to store and retrieve motor skills.

Procedural learning is first implicit, improvement after unconscious exposure to a skill or

task, and becomes explicit, the subject is consciously aware of the skill or task. Motor

skills require knowledge that can only be gained by repetition. Thus, acquiring a motor

skill usually occurs with repetitive continuous practice over a period of time. Motor skills
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are acquired when the ability to perform them with high accuracy and velocity is

maintained. Acquiring motor skills enables the brain to make plastic changes in motor

cortical output.

Motor learning consists of several phases: performance gains, consolidation, and

continued practice. Executive skills, including decision making, are part of a model for

motor learning in a closed-loop control system containing three elements: comparator,

executive, and effector (Smidt & Wrisberg, 2004). The executive determines the stimulus

and selects the appropriate response; consequently, that information is relayed to the

effector component responsible for coordinating the spinal cord, muscles, and motor

systems to interact for the purpose of accomplishing the skill. Finally, the comparator

contrasts feedback to desired feedback. According to the model, the comparator is a

capable of working with the executive for planning and decision- making.

Procedural learning affects many brain areas. Abnormal performance on the SRTT

by patients with post-traumatic brain lesions in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has

implicated the prefrontal cortex in procedural learning. Research on normal subjects has

shown that after repetitive TMS applied focally to the right or left dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex, procedural learning on the SRTT became clearly impaired (Pascuel-Leone,

Grafman, Hallet, 1995). Another study required seven subjects (ages 26-39) to perform

tasks utilizing the appropriate response keys on the computer keyboard. Transcranial

magnetic stimulation (TMS) was used to evoke five motor-evoked potentials (MEPs).

The research indicated a significant increase in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activation.

Basal ganglia and cerebellar mechanisms are connected to the dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex, which are areas implicated as the neural networks responsible for procedural
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learning (Pascual-Leone et al., 1996). It is important to note that even when declarative

memory functions may be impaired due to temporal lobe or dorsomedial thalamic lesions

such as in the case of Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) or dementia, procedural memory may be

still be preserved due to the contributions of the basal ganglia and cerebellum. In

addition, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has been shown to contain mnemonic cells,

which contribute to the functions of “working” memory (Baddeley, 1992).

Regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) and positron emission tomography measured

brain activation among nine subjects during initial learning and practicing of finger

movement sequences for one hour. The objective of finger movement sequences was to

perform the task as fast and accurately as possible; however, the goal was not to

accelerate movements, but establish a sequential order and number of movements.

Regions such as the left sensorimotor hand area and the left premotor cortex indicated a

24% increase in activation. Subjects did reflect an improvement of efficiency to perform

finger sequences. Due to an acceleration of finger movement frequencies among some

subjects, a spatial expansion of activated primary sensorimotor and premotor cortex areas

was present (Schlaug, Knorr, & Seitz, 1994). In addition, almost every subject exhibited

activation in the anterior and posterior cingulated cortex. These areas are responsible for

motivational guidance, attention to action, and motor control.

This research agrees with electrophysiological findings of single digit

representation in the primary sensory cortex of adult monkeys. Monkeys like humans

were able to attain task efficiency and activate the same brain areas (Milliken et al.,

2000). The primary motor cortex seems to be a dynamic and plastic mosaic network.
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which extends to the premotor cortex. Sequentially manipulated finger movements shape

the network.

Single-pulse Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) was used to record cortical

motor areas of the finger flexor and extensor muscles in normal subjects learning a

sequential five-finger piano exercise on the electrie piano. Subjects were required to use a

metronome and practiee two hours daily over four weeks. Cortical output maps indicate

high volumes of activation at the beginning of the four weeks with maximum activations

occurring over the first week. Results indicate the importance of implicit procedural

musieal learning. During the remainder of the four weeks, cortieal outputs remained high

but a plateau was evident, indicating explicit procedural learning (Pascual-Leone et al.,

1995).

An inerease of25% aetivation in the primary motor area was incurred by non-

musicians as a result of practicing a complex tapping task over several months when

measured utilizing functional MRI (Kami et al., 1995). A similar study was performed on

pianists and non-musicians in whom the fMRI indicated significant increases in

activation in the primary motor cortex of the pianists (Hund-Georgiadis & von Cramon,

1 999). This study measured a task performed over a few minutes as compared to the

previous learning effect over several months. Several studies indicate that pianists use

smaller neural networks suggesting efficieney in control of movements in the

supplementary motor area (SMA) and cingulated motor area than non-musicians (Krings

et al., 2000).

Twenty student pianists were matched with 20 musically naive students and

provided with ten negative electrodes attached to all fingers and thumbs in which tactile
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stimuli was emitted in random sequences. Pianists scored significantly higher (p<0.01) in

recalling and modeling these sequences. Validity can be analyzed by comparing the

amount of learning experiences and the average number of years, r= 0.571. Pianists were

asked what strategy they employed during the task performance. Overwhelming, 17 of

the 20 subjects translated the stimulation sequences into solfege melodies (Hatta & Ejiri,

1989). Musically naive subjects were provided piano lessons for two hours per day over

five days, which led to increased excitability of the cortical motor areas that control the

contralateral finger flexor and extensor muscles (Pascuel-Leone, 2001).

Mental practice provides some of the same effects although less pronounced by

promoting the modulation of neural circuits necessary for beginning motor-skill learning.

In a study examining motor-skill learning differences between piano players and non-

musicians, blood-flow-related magnetic resonance signal changes and the time course for

short-term motor learning were measured after 35 minutes of finger tapping skills (Hund-

Georgiadis & von Cramon, 1999). Pianists performed significantly better and achieved

100% accuracy after practice of the sequential stimuli. Non-musicians improved by

41.5%. Pianists displayed an increase in activation in the contralateral primary motor

cortex, and a decrease in involvement of secondary motor areas such as the premotor and

cerebellar areas was evident compared to non-musicians. Short-term motor learning

activated the primary and secondary motor areas in non-musicians. This study

demonstrates that motor learning is dependent upon experiences to stimulate primary and

secondary motor cortices.

As a music educator learning is performance-based, thus students must experience

musical concepts for learning to occur. Priming effects are important to cognitive and
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social psychology, but they also play a role in music education. As one is exposed to

numerous sensory experiences, these experiences allow for the implicit recognition of

skills and the ability to utilize declarative knowledge to maintain and grow. Priming has

been shown to occur in studies with older individuals in word-stem completion, lexical

decision, and exemplar generation tasks (Haberlandt, 1999).

Spatial Auditory Processing Model

Spatial auditory perception can be critical in learning to play a new instrument and

in understanding spatial hearing. Cunningham’s model of spatial auditory processing

accounts for long and short-term training with altered spatial cues. In the past long-term

plasticity has been attributed to experience during a critical development period.

However, adult animals do exhibit plasticity- although less pronounced. Results of some

studies have suggested that the, “auditory system is optimized for computing spatial

locations from normal spatial cues, and that short-term training cannot influence how

spatial position is computed internally, but only how spatial percepts are mapped in

exocentric space” (Shirm-Cunningham, 2001, p. 188). Long-term training has the ability

to enable the formation of spatial percepts, whereas short-term training may temporarily

influence spatial behaviors.

Evidence of superior auditory localization mechanisms in experienced professional

conductors supports this model. Seven classically trained conductors (mean age of 45

years), seven pianists (mean age of 43 years), and seven non-musicians (mean age 43

years) were instructed to listen to brief pink-noise bursts through three loud-speakers and

respond to the centermost or rightmost speaker by button press to designate the location

or target. Subjects were asked to listen for the “deviant” stimuli of increased bandwith

(16%, 500-1500 Hz) as compared with frequent stimuli (84%, 500-5,000 Hz). Event-
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related brain potentials (ERPs) were utilized to measure enhanced negativity and

attention effects. Spatial gradients were present for all three experimental groups;

however, the conductors displayed a gradient for the peripheral (Munte, 2001). It is

possible that conductors display a localization advantage due to learned spectral cues by

the head, outer ears, and processed by the auditory cortex.

Temporal Response Plasticity Model

Cortical plasticity is important to spatial and temporal aspects of learning

particularly to music education. Music is processed in the auditory cortex and thus plastic

changes induced to this region could quite possibly enhance or negate spatial and

temporal outcomes. Auditory localization provides some insight on temporal and spatial

representations from experiments done on the bam owl (Knudsen, 2002). Bam owls are

demonstrated that auditory forebrain information contributes to high-order thinking and

memory functions such as motor responses. Behavioral tasks could also be used to

evaluate human learning. Music education already employs behavioral task mechanisms

in performance-based assessment to evaluate learning.

Repetition rate and spectral variability were analyzed utilizing behavioral tasks

among rats. Thirty-eight anesthetized rats underwent implantation of basal forebrain (BF)

stimulating electrodes. Several distinct forms of cortical plasticity, as measured by EEG

activity, evolved that depended on the amount of tonal stimuli sent to rats in the

experimental group. It is suspected that cholinergic receptors such as acetylcholine and

possibly other neurotransmitters (such as GABA) released by the nucleus basalis (NB)

neurons regulate cortical plasticity. Different forms of cortical plasticity are obtained

depending on behavior tasks as well. In this study, contributors to cortical plasticity
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included reorganization of feature maps, plasticity of temporal and spectral selectivity,

and the expansion of the primary sensory cortical field (Kilgard et al., 2001).

In another study involving neuronal plasticity and improvement in perceptual

performance in four rhesus monkeys, perceptual sensitivity increased by 19% while

monkeys practiced a familiar task of discriminating motion direction. Perceptual

sensitivity was significant p<.0001 for the middle temporal (MT) and medial superior

temporal (MST) visual areas, which are involved in attention and concentration during

task performance. Short-term improvement in neuronal sensitivity was shown both in

magnitude and time course (Zohary et al., 1994). Results of this study show that temporal

aspects of behavioral task performance underlie plasticity in the adult cortex. Another

factor pertaining to plasticity is musical perception.

Perception of musical components plays a huge role in learning to play an

instrument, which enables neuroplastic changes. Instruction in music theory, including

ear-training components, is an essential part of applied lessons. It is for this reason that

perception as it relates to pitch, melody, and rhythm will be included in the discussion of

plasticity.

Pitch Perception

The present study examines the role of music training on cognitive abilities. Music

itself can be defined as a series of organized auditory stimuli or pitches. Therefore

according to the proposed MMCEP model that includes auditory stimuli as a component

contributing to EF, it is essential to discuss pitch perception and its role in music

learning.

A human can perceive pitch at a range of about 20-5000 Hz. under laboratory

conditions. Psychoacoustics has provided two different theories of pitch perception. The
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first theory, place theory, refers to frequency components causing excitation among

neurons with characteristic frequencies along the basilar membrane. The second theory,

temporal theory, implies that pitch is relative to the timing of neural impulses by a

stimulus (Moore, 1993).

One can measure distinguishable frequencies by comparing two different

frequencies in succession and rating them as the same or different. This process is

referred to as utilizing a discrimination task. When frequencies are brought so close

together that one may not accurately distinguish differences, psychologists refer to this as

“just noticeable difference” (Snyder et al., 2001). The listener innately utilizes echoic

memory to maintain high-resolution pitch sensation.

The basis of pitch sensation has been a controversial issue since the time of

Hemholtz. Temporal firing neural patterns occur at spatially distinct frequencies. The

spectral model of pitch perception includes analyzing frequency components from

different places along the cochlea, inner ear. Spectral models demonstrate auditory

spectra for low frequency peaks in the brain. Frequency is calculated as a means of

extracting pitch. Temporal models apply autocorrelation to measure the time between

neural activity patterns. The nervous system assigns a time and place code to each

frequency. Since sounds are produced within a time sequence, the auditory system is

“highly specialized for processing temporal events” (Zatorre et al., 1998). Temporal

events are categorized into short-term (pitch recognition) and long-term (melodic

patterning) information.

Pitch perception is a result of the central nervous system’s capacity to process

temporal regularity into neural firing patterns. Zatorre investigated locations in the brain
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that extract pitch information from temporal cues. His findings resulted in an increase in

CBF (cerebral blood flow) indicating activation in the primary auditory cortex or

Herschel’s gyrus.

Positron emission tomography (PET) studies were conducted in 12 normal subjects,

which implicated right frontotemporal activity and pitch retention (Zatorre et al., 1994).

In Zatorre’ s research, the pitch of the stimulus is determined by the “missing

fundamental,” thus contradicting the need for the pitch to be represented in the stimulus

spectrum (Zatorre, 1988). Researchers speculate that temporal processing may occur

before the primary auditory cortex, possibly in the inferior colliculus or medial geniculate

nucleus of the thalamus (Zatorre et al., 1998).

Pitch recognition is important when teaching melody and developing aural imagery

or audiation. Pitch recognition is activated in the right prefrontal cortex, and one actively

retains pitch by utilizing the right frontal and right temporal cortices (Griffiths et al.,

1999). Results of a PET study involving nine male non-musicians reaffirm that

significant (p<.05) activations occur in pitch discrimination in the superior temporal

planum bilaterally located in the primary auditory cortex as well as the posterior inferior

frontal lobes (Griffiths et al., 1999). Both pitch and duration caused most significant

neural activations to occur in the cerebellum.

In a recent study examining short-term pitch retention among 71 epileptic patients

who imderwent focal unilateral cerebral excision and 18 normal control subjects,

epileptic patients with damage to the right temporal neocortex were unable to retain pitch

information with stimuli lasting 325 ms. Therefore, pitch perception may implicate the

right temporal lobe in maintaining auditory information within short-term memory. If the
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right temporal lobe is indeed responsible for maintaining auditory information in short-

term memory, then practice as a result of musical training could translate to long-term

memory retention according to the proposed MMCEP model. Melodic patterning

stemming from increased numbers of individual pitches after repeated practice may result

in long-term memory indicating potential plasticity.

Melodic Perception

Encoding and recognition of melodies requires analysis of basic relationships

between individual tones. The study of melodic ideas represented in the brain implies

relationships between tones to be computed and maintained. Since music is an aural art

form and sounds occur over time to create melody, melodic perception requires a

working memory. The proposed MMCEP model is based on Baddeley’s Model of

Working Memory. The present study is concerned with executive ftmctions, a primary

component of working memory.In a recent study by Zatorre, 12 volunteer nonmusicians

underwent PET while listening to unfamiliar melodies and noise bursts. Melodies were

compared based on the first two notes of the melody and the last two notes of the tune.

The results indicated a significant increase in cerebral blood flow (CBF) in the right

temporal gyrus when listening to the melodic examples. In contrast, the results of the

noise bursts indicate different periodicity, frequency modulation, and spectral

composition.These results suggest that melodies activate specialized neural networks

usually within the right secondary auditory cortices (Zatorre, 2001).

Another study analyzed local and global elements within a musical sequence.

Twelve paid nonmusicians underwent a series of five listening trials with either contour-

violated or contour-preserved melodies. Contour-violated melodies were altered by just

one note within a musical phrase keeping the scale and key constant. Event-related brain
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potentials (ERPs) were used to record the data. The results of this study parallel

previously discussed results by including the importance of the temporal gyrus in

processing melodies. It is important to note that pitch differentiation within melodic

structures implies both right and left temporal activations (Alain, Cortese, & Schiavetto,

1999).

In a study involving 30 healthy right-handed musicians magnetic resonance

morphometry was used to evaluate structural brain symmetry with respect to the planum

temporale. This area has been implicated in those who have perfect pitch and explains the

asymmetry in the brain. Musicians with perfect pitch showed a stronger left planum

temporale asymmetry (p<.001). Musicians not possessing perfect pitch showed no

asymmetry as with matched controls (Schlaug et al., 1995).

Melodic musical memory is different from remembering chess moves or diimer

orders. It is hypothesized that musical memory consists of two domains: motor and

auditory memory. In a case study involving a concert pianist’s performance and use of

memory, she detailed the necessity of declarative (conceptual) knowledge in learning a

new piece as well as auditory and motor memory ftmctions. When a memory slip occurs,

the pianist must rely on conceptual memory to restart the motor sequences (Chaffin &

Imreh, 2002). Three key components to memory, according to the experts, include;

meaningful encoding of novel material, use of a well-learned retrieval structure, and rapid

retrieval from long-term memory (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995).

An important part of a pianist’s training is in technical sequences such as chords,

scales, and arpeggios. Retrieval structures are naturally enveloped in the music. In the

case study, Bach’s Italian Concerto was utilized to illustrate this point (Chaffin & Imreh,
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2002). Practice in retrieving musical information is essential. Many times a young player

will play by memory, and his or her fingers will be on auto-pilot. In other words, motor

memory can be powerful, but without the conceptual framework from which to refer, a

memory slip is probable. Memory runs were measured according to hesitation by the

pianist or interbar intervals (IBIs); IBI was longer at the ends of sections prior to starting

with maintaining new material. Results indicate that the first bar in a section was recalled

best and then recall declined in succeeding measures (p<.001) (Chaffin & Imreh, 2002).

Complex motor skills such as playing the piano involve several types ofmemory

functions: auditory, conceptual (declarative), and motor memories.

What strategies are employed when memorizing music? Do pianists sing the piece

in their head? If so, do they use solfege? Another question worth addressing would be

how do those strategies contribute to various aspects ofmemory formation within

auditory, conceptual, and motor frameworks? Recent declarative memory research has

focused on the temporal lobes, specifically the hippocampus area. Another neural

substrate of memory function is the temporal neocortex (Ojemann et al., 2002). One

study measured extracellular neuronal activity recorded “during memory encoding

compared to identification, during encoding, storage or recall retrieval stages of the

memory task, during recognition memory, and during implicit memory” by repetition

priming (Ojemann, et al., 2002, p. 64). Results indicate that encoding changes occur for

one or more modalities for 52 neurons. Encoding changes occurred in the dominant

hemisphere 52.4% and in the nondominant hemisphere 45.5%. A significant difference

was found between nondominant and dominant hemispheric distribution of modality

changes with the most prominent differences lying in the lateral temporal cortex.
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Frequency activity was calculated among different stages of the memory process

(encoding, storage, retrieval) in ten patients. Changes in stages resulted in activity in 16

neurons at 1 3 different sites. These changes are attributed to the superior middle temporal

gyrus and superior temporal gyrus. Implicit memory formation was measured and

hypothesized to be located in the superior temporal gyrus and superior third of middle

temporal gyrus (Ojemarm et al., 2002). Locations ofmemory formation and retrieval are

important to understanding how one learns music and conceptualizes musical elements.

Musical memory is very complex and by grasping the process of encoding, storage, and

retrieval, anatomical implications for music education can be established.

Past research has included changes in cerebellar activation as indicated by

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies related to acquiring motor

sequences or in compensating or responding to changes in sensorimotor coordinates.

Research findings have been conflicting when discussing results of motor learning.

Learning dependent neuronal activity has been shown to occur in the cerebral cortex,

which precedes activity in the deep nuclei implicating changes in cortical projections

from the pons to the nuclei and cerebral cortex from the thalamus. Also controversial is

the cerebellum retention and retrieval for motor skill memory.

Some researchers believe that other motor related structures are sufficiently used to

retain and express motor learning (Doyon et al., 2002). In an fMRI study involving nine

normal subjects (six male and three female, average age of 26 years), SRTT task

assessments activated the cerebellar cortex significantly (p<.001). A reoccurring pattern

involved in this study was found in after initial activation in the cerebellar cortex as a

result of beginner’s learning, the effect was curtailed with repetition. In other words.
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plastic changes resulted in skill acquisition (Doyon et al., 2002). One hypothesis related

to models of motor skill learning is neural representations of movement are less

dependent on cerebellum and more dependent on the cortex. Ultimately, cerebral

plasticity depends upon the stages of learning of a particular task or skill.

Rhythmic Perception

Nine patients with right and seven patients with left anterior temporal-lobe

removals were the participants in a study designed to determine how auditory rhythm

processing is dependent on temporal lobe auditory cortex; auditory perception is

lateralized; and if deficits are the result of auditory ftmction (duration perception).

Rhythmic stimuli consisted of six-element auditory and visual rhythmic patterns of short

(250 ms) and long (750 ms) elements separated by a constant Intertone Interval (ITI) of

(250 ms). Durations were chosen as to produce a 2:1 ratio with the elements at 3000 Hz

presented binaurally while measuring a subject’s ability to perceive and retain rhythmic

patterns. Results of this study indicate that the right anterior secondary auditory cortex is

responsible for retention of auditory patterns (Penhune, Zatorre, & Feindel, 1999). No

specific side of the brain has been directly implicated to pattern and rhythmic perception

according to this particular study. However, other related studies have proposed the

relevance of the left temporal lobe to rhythmic perception and discrimination. Future

research is needed to fully understand rhythmic perception and its implications for music

education.

Summaty and Implications

The literature reveals that older adults can be taught successful cognitive strategies;

however, the underlying problem stems from the lack ofknowledge as to when to apply

these strategies. If central executive processing is impaired, planning and decision-
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making components are not in place to decipher appropriate cognitive strategies, and thus

switching between tasks is difficult. Music training in the form of individualized piano

instruction requires task switching, planning, and decision-making, thus rehearsing these

critical skills, which have been neglected by traditional cognitive interventions. In

addition, music has the capacity to provide self-efficacy, socialization, and progressive

difficulty, all critical components of cognitive training programs.

Music instruction causes profound structural changes in the brain. Research has

shown that music has the potential to activate many regions of the brain. Engaging a

multitude of brain regions is essential to maintaining or enhancing overall cognitive

abilities. Active music activities, preferred to passive music activities by older adults,

provide cognitive challenges that require repetition and practice. However, there are

many challenges to engaging the older adult population in music instruction. Music

education opportunities have been extremely limited for older adults. Intergenerational

and community programs that engage beginning musicians have been successful.

Unfortunately, few of these programs exist.

The process of music education relies on the ability to perceive its structural

components of pitch, melody, and rhythm. These components contribute to long and

short-term memory as in the central executive of the MMCEP. The proposed MMCEP

model provides a framework for musical processing and motor plasticity with regard to

executive fimctions. The Central Executive Processing system receives input from a

variety of stimuli, which are processed in different brain regions. Processing of stimuli in

both sensory and motor domains is essential to performing on a musical instrument. In
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addition by better understanding the relationships between cognitive domains and neural

correlates, we may be better able to explain plasticity as it relates to music instruction.



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

The overall goal of this research is to evaluate how individualized piano instruction

(IPI) contributes to preserving or enhancing executive function in older adults. The study

design is to evaluate cognitive and memory abilities in experimental subjects, which

receive IPI, and in control subjects, which do not receive IPI. The independent variable

this study is IPI, and the dependent variable is represented by the score performance on

many assessments examining aspects of working memory and executive function. All

subjects are tested at the same time points: prior to treatment, immediately after the

experimental group receives six months of IPI, and three months upon the conclusion of

IPI. The initial comprehensive battery consisted of baseline measures of intelligence and

aptitude in addition to measures of executive function. Written informed consent was

obtained for all subjects. All procedures and methods were approved by the University of

Florida Institutional Review Board (IRB) to insure compliance with federal, state and

local regulations.

Subjects

Thirty-nine subjects were recruited from an independent living facility (Turkey

Creek Forest), from large churches with extensive community outreach (Trinity United

Methodist Church, Queen of Peace Catholic Church, Holy Faith Catholic Church), and

other members of the Gainesville, Florida, community. A questionnaire (see Appendix)

was used to exclude subjects with neurological impairments such as Alzheimer’s disease

or other dementia, health problems affecting hand dexterity, experienced musicians with
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five or more years of training, and those younger than the target age range of 60-85 years.

Subjects were also excluded on the basis of significant depressive symptomatology, as

assessed by the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck et al., 1996). The BDI is a 21-

item self-report rating inventory that assesses potential depressive attitudes and

symptoms. Reliability of the BDI is high with a split half reliability co-efficient of .93

and internal consistency coefficient of .81 (Beck et al., 1988). Only subjects who did not

undergo medication changes during the course of the study were retained as some

medications such as anti-cholinergics may adversely affect memory performance. All

subjects were “neurologically normal” and without a history of seizures, stroke, or taking

psychoactive medications.

Subjects were randomly assigned to either the control (receiving no treatment) or

experimental group (receiving six months of IPI). Twenty-one subjects (mean age= 69.2

years, 5 male and 16 female) were assigned to the experimental group. Later, three

female subjects chose to withdraw and two females were withdrawn from study

participation. Attrition was due to: A) failure to comply with the IPI regimen, (B) health

problems not related to the study design which are common to older adults, such as

cancer, Parkinson’s disease, and death, and (C) participants which had a strong

preference for either the experimental or the control group chose to voluntarily withdraw.

Eighteen subjects (mean age== 71.4 years, 4 male and 14 female) were assigned to the

control group. One female subject chose to withdraw due to chronic illness and two male

subjects were withdrawn due to changes in medication affecting cognitive abilities

(beginning Aricept treatment). Ninety-three percent of the subject pool in this pilot study

was Caucasian, five percent Hispanic, and two percent of Middle-Eastern descent.
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All subjects were interviewed to determine eligibility prior to receiving the initial

standardized neuropsychological and cognitive assessment battery. These informal

interviews consisted of questions related to eligibility criteria as reviewed on the standard

IRB informed consent (see Appendix). Interviews, assessments, and piano instruction

were provided at the location for which the subject was recruited. Subjects were told of

the conditions for study involvement, and were financially compensated upon completion

of the study with a one-time stipend of $200.00. Subjects choosing to withdraw were

compensated for their time in cognitive assessments at the rate of $10.00 per hour.

Financial support was attained from the Evelyn F. McKnight Brain Research Grant

sponsored by the University of Florida, Evelyn F. McKnight Brain Research Foundation.

Neuropsychological and Cognitive Assessments

The initial battery of assessments involved a total of four and a half hours of testing

for each subject, and included both tests of (A) overall cognitive and music ability and

(B) executive function. The overall tests of cognitive ability were presented to confirm

that the experimental and control groups have similar mental abilities and to compare

possible IPI enhanced memory performance with cognitive or musical ability. The

executive assessments are repeated at each time point, and are focused on abilities

thought to be related to the prefrontal cortex (PFC).

Overall Assessments of Cognitive and Musical Aptitude

Gordon’s (1989) Advanced Measures ofMusic Audiation (AMMA) was

administered to determine initial music aptitude that may potentially affect musical

learning ability. Subjects were asked to listen to a series of 30 taped melodic excerpts and

distinguish potential rhythmic and melodic alterations by shading the appropriate answer.
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This thirty-minute assessment required no previous musieal experience and was

administered either individually or in small groups of up to three subjects.

The AMMA has been shown to be a valid and reliable measure of a student’s

potential musical ability. Split-halves reliability for the tonal portion is .81 with a

standard error of 1 .9 and for the rhythm portion is .82 with a standard error of 1 .3

(Gordon, 1989). Congruent validity was established between the Musical Aptitude Profile

(MAP) and Advanced Measures of Music Audiation (AMMA) with a small sample of 33

undergraduate music majors. These validity score totals are: tonal imagery (tonal=.73,

rhythm=.70), rhythm imagery (tonal=.67, rhythm=.71), musical sensitivity (tonal==.46,

rhythm=.76), and composite (tonal=.71, rhythm=.76). Content and construct validity or

subjective validity can be accounted for by score adjustments provided by Gordon and

additional normative data tables. MAP has been utilized in previous studies examining

music therapy initiatives for non-institutionalized older adults (Gibbons, 1982). AMMA,

a comparable assessment, was utilized in the present study for its sensitivity to adults

with no previous musical experience. Results of the AMMA serve as a baseline measure

of musical ability, for use as a potential covariate in a repeated measures ANOVA.

Musical ability is an important factor for determining the needs of the student such as

pacing in an individualized curricular framework.

Weschler Adult Intelligence Scales (WAIS III) was administered to yield a Full

Scale IQ (FS IQ), Verbal IQ (VIQ), and Working Memory Index (WMI) scores. A

shortened version of the WAIS III was administered as the assessment typically takes up

to two hours to administer in its entirety to the geriatric population. Ward’s seven-subtest

version of the WAIS III including Information, Digit Span, Arithmetic, Similarities,
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Picture Completion, Block Design, and Digit Symbol was administered to all subjects

prior to any music instruction (Ward, 1990). Ward’s abbreviated version of the WAIS II

results in 47% to 50 % shorter administration time and provides sufficient information to

estimate VIQ, FSIQ, and WML The abbreviated WAIS III has shown similar

psychometric properties that correlate to the full-length WAIS III assessment (Pilgrim et

al., 1999). Recent studies have shown correlations between the full-length and shortened

versions at .97 for VIQ, .85 for Performance IQ (PIQ), and .98 for FSIQ. The WAIS III

is a highly reliable instrument for assessing IQ with scaled indexes to account for age and

education levels in all populations (Tulsky & Zhu, 2002). Indexes were constructed based

upon aspects ofmemory assessment from clinical populations. This provided the

“conceptualizations of dimensions of memory” that contribute to the overall validity of

the assessment (Tulsky & Zhu, 2002, p. 18). Two additional subtests were added to the

testing battery. Vocabulary and Letter Number Sequencing, since music instruction has

been shown to increase verbal memory performance and sequential abilities (Chan, Ho,

& Cheung, 1998). Only the following subtests were repeated during follow-up

assessments to examine temporal and sequential memory: Digit Span (Forward and

Backward), Letter Number Sequencing, Block Design, and Digit Symbol.

Picture Completion required subjects to look at pictures of specific objects and

determine what part is missing such as a shoelace missing from a pair of shoes. Subjects

were asked to spontaneously generate definitions for words upon hearing and seeing a

card in the Vocabulary subtest. Block Design contained a total of nine red and white

cubes that required spatial manipulation to conform to the stimulus picture under time

constraints. Digit Span Forward tested working memory by providing auditory numbers
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that were to be repeated exactly, while Digit Span Backward requested that numeric

stimuli were to be recited backwards. Subjects were provided with mixed numbers and

letters as auditory stimuli in Letter Number Sequencing and asked to arrange first number

and then letter in ascending or alphabetic order. Two words were provided and

commonalities were to be described by the subject in the Similarities subtest. Information

asked general questions relating to science, social, and historical events. Digit Symbol

required the subject to decode numbers in two minutes with the application of specific

symbolic elements provided by this paper pencil subtest.

Assessments Repeated at All Follow-Up Time Points

Six months after the initial testing, (+ two weeks) both experimental and control

subjects were assessed on measures of executive function thought to be related to the

prefrontal cortex, which are hypothesized to improve with music instruction. Measures of

executive function were administered to report on attention and planning, strategy

maintenance, updating and shifting, and working memory. All follow-up testing sessions

were conducted individually and lasted for approximately 2.5 to 3 hours. Subjects were

provided breaks before and after assessments as necessary. Assessments were varied in

order of administration and at times were provided during two consecutive sessions, due

to scheduling limitations at the participating facilities. Follow-up assessments consisted

oi \h.Q Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task, California Verbal Learning Test, Wisconsin

Card Sort Task (computerized version), N-Back Sequential Letter Memory Task

(computerized). Trail Making Tests (Part A and B), and the Basic Piano Measure.

Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test (PASAT; Gronwall, 1977) requires high levels

of concentration while assessing working memory performance. In the PASAT subjects

listen to a sequence of numbers, and after each number is presented, must report the sum
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of the previous two numbers. The PASAT is presented in four trials, each successive trial

with a faster presentation rate. Due to the difficulty of the task and the involvement of

older adults in the present research, the shortened 100-item PASAT was more appropriate

and less aversive than the standard 200-item instrument (Diehr et al., 2003). In addition,

the shortened form T score has the capacity to predict results of the standard form T score

almost 80% of the time. Clinical diagnosis comparisons ofPASAT formats resulted in

the same classification accuracy among individuals with shortened and standardized

versions of the test. In the 1 00-item form, four trials of the test with 25 items each are

evaluated, with increasing number presentation rate of 2.4 seconds, 2 seconds, 1 .6

seconds, and finally 1 .2 seconds apart. The PASAT, although highly recommended

among neuropsychologists for assessing attentional processes, can be quite challenging

for older adults. Executive function and PASAT performance rely heavily on information

processing speed, which has been shown to decrease with age. Nonetheless, high PASAT

scores have been correlated with Dual-task performance (D’Esposito et al., 1996). Piano

performance requires extensive task shifting and dual task performance such as pedaling

and finger movements.

A repeated measures ANOVA determined significance, as each trial was repeated

during all three time points. In addition, PASAT delta scores illustrated individual

improvements related to PASAT performance. Recent research discusses strategies

typically utilized by older adults to lighten the difficulty level of the task by ignoring

some test items. By disregarding test items, subjects avoid performing difficult cognitive

tasks simultaneously and are able to chunk numeric stimuli in short-term memory (Fisk
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& Archibald, 2001). Thus, results of the PASAT will be reported in terms of dyad scores,

or proportions of correct consecutive responses to ensure task compliance.

California Verbal Learning Test //(CVLTII; Dean et al., 2000) taps strategic short

and longer-term executive functions that may be potentially sensitive to the influences of

intensive musical training. The CVLT examines verbal memory by requiring subjects to

recall a list of categorized words with five free recall trials and memory cues such as

those reminders of subject categories followed by recall after a short delay during in

which a second distracter list is presented, and finally subjects are asked to recall words

on the original list after a twenty-minute delay.

Part of executive functioning includes verbal memory and strategy learning based

upon current information. The CVLT is reliable and valid measure of verbal and learning

ability. Musical training has been shown to enhance verbal memory abilities in both

college students and children (Ho, Chan, & Cheung, 2003). Analysis of variance will

indicate potential significant findings with regard to short and long delay recall over

Trials 1-5 and distracter list (Trial B).

Wisconsin Card Sort Task (WCST; Esposito 8c Farrah, 1997) is a standard

assessment for executive functions as it taps the ability to adaptively shift strategy and

maintain strategies. The WCST requires the subject to match cards by color, shape, or

number based upon performance feedback. Subjects must maintain the correct sorting

principle across conditions until feedback indicates that another strategy has been

employed. Perseveration errors, errors made in strategy updating following performance

feedback has indicated the need for new strategies, are measured to determine one’s

ability to maintain and switch between tasks.
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The computerized version of the WCST was used in the present study, as most

subjects were able to use the mouse to indicate their selected response. Three subjects

were uncomfortable with the use of the mouse after practice maneuvers and were

provided assistance; however, these subjects were instructed to make their selection by

pointing to the computer screen. Both age and education level can affect performance on

the WCST especially if subjects are over age 60 and have more than 12 years of

education (Fastenau, 1998). However, in this study, subjects did not significantly differ in

age or education level.

N-Back Sequential Letter Memory Task (n-back; Perlstein et al., 2001) examines

working memory ftmctions and executive functions supported by the prefrontal cortex.

Sequential memory is challenged as the subject is asked to retain letters and order of

stimuli with 0-3-back loads. In all four tasks, the subject is provided with computerized

stimuli consisting of upper and lowercase white letters. Even though case is provided, in

the identification of target letters, case is not a factor. In the control task, the subject uses

a PsyScope Button Box (New Micros) to detect the target letter. The one-back condition

requires the subject to target any letter identical to the one immediately preceding it. The

target in the two-back condition is any letter identical to the one presented two trials ago.

Three-back, the most challenging condition requires the target to consist of any identical

letter presented three letters back. The n-back assessment is a working memory specific

test requiring continuous upgrades of the short-term memoiy store (Missonnier et al.,

2002 ).

Trail Making Tests (TMT Parts A and B; Reitan & Wolfson, 1985) assesses set

shifting and planning by utilizing a two-part timed-task design. Part A primarily tests
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motor functions. Subjects draw a continuous line between numbered dots, in numerical

order. Part B adds a eognitive load to the task of Part A by incorporating an additional set

of lettered dots. Subjects draw a continuous line connecting the dots in ascending

numerieal and alphabetical order, alternating between the next sequential number and

letter. Part B requires engages eomplex eognitive proeesses due to the alteration between

number and letter; scores are determined based upon time to complete the task. TMT

Card A focuses on visual seanning, numerie sequencing, and visuomotor speed. TMT

Card B is better indicator of the ability to plan, execute, and modify a potential plan of

aetion involved in visuospatial scanning, motor sequencing, and retention of complex

behavioral strategies necessary for updating and shifting (Kay, 1984).

Analysis will be eoncemed with significance levels indicated by repeated measures

Group X Time ANOVA for both Trail Making Test (TMT) Card A and Card B

separately. To determine the results of the TMT assessment minus the motor aspect,

results of Card B minus Card A will extraet motor skill level and allow for examination

of cognitive skill performanee.

The Basic Piano Measure (BPM, Bugos, 2003, see Appendix B) consisted of seven

beginning level piano skills lasting 20-30 minutes including music reading and timed

tasks such as locating keys, intervals, and chords. Several components were examined in

each task such as ability to remember appropriate finger patterns and musie reading

ability. The assessment consisted of exereises designed to analyze coordination both

single-handed and bimanual. Skills and portions of the repertoire were based on the

content presented in the IPI curriculum. Only experimental subjeets received the BPM

after six months of piano instruction and following a three-month delay. The assessment
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was written such that every participant had covered the skills necessary to be successful;

however, the purpose was to provide an accurate measure for piano learning and retention

of skills. Data from the BPM can be contrasted with data from other measures examining

memory with regard to overall cognition. In addition, BPM data can also be utilized to

contrast levels and quality of individual piano practice for further studies.

Individualized Piano Instruction

The IPI program is designed to be a broad-based music education program,

including instruction with progressive difficulty in musical performance, technical

motor/dexterity exercises, and music theory. The rationale is that any progressively

difficult multimodal program that engages complex learning and memory processes will

directly contribute to maintaining or enhancing overall cognitive abilities. IPI has the

capacity to engage sensorimotor systems resulting in cognitive enhancement.

Specifically, the IPI program required subjects to attend a half-hour lesson each

week, and to practice independently for a minimum of three hours per week. Practice

sessions were recorded on a tape player or Superscope CD recorder, and practice-time

was logged. A typical lesson began by correcting errors in the week’s music theory

assignment (Schaum Note Speller; Schaum, 1 996) and explaining new theoretical

concepts for study in the coming week. Music literacy was an important focus as most

subjects were “musically naive” and unable to read music prior to enrollment.

Topics in music theory consisted of basic note reading, intervallic and key

relationships, and basic tertian harmony. Subjects were asked to perform initial exercises

presented in the Alfred All-In-One Piano Method prior to performing their pieces. These

exercises are designed to familiarize the student with basic chord progressions and

rhythmic challenges encountered in their pieces. Once students are familiar with the
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lesson’s objective and have practiced a particular skill in isolation, students are ready to

integrate this knowledge into performance.

Then, the subject’s ability to play a musical scale, primary triads, and perform

dexterity exercises (Hanon: The Virtuoso Pianist in Sixty Exercises for the Piano; Hanon,

1900) was critiqued. Most subjects were taught new scales and arpeggios every two

weeks. Hands separate practice was required for each scale in the first week, followed by

scale completion with performance hands together the second week. Subjects were taught

major and minor scales using the circle of fifths and the pieces studied as guidelines. For

instance, if they were to learn a new piece in A minor, their scale assignment would

include all three forms of the minor scale as well as performance of a basic i-iv-i-V-i

chord progression. Some Hanon exercises were included in the Alfred text; however, due

to the small print and lack of continuation of particular exercises, five students elected to

purchase Hanon as a supplemental text. Only one Hanon exercise was assigned every

week and often these required two weeks to complete at a moderate tempo. Speed was

not a requirement of these exercises as the purpose was to develop finger strength and

dexterity.

Finally, subjects demonstrated their ability to perform selections from Alfred All-

In-One Basic Piano Course Level 1 (Lethco et al., 1996) and were counseled on strategies

to overcome problem areas. Each week they received a new assignment, incrementally

building on their individual cumulative achievements. Most subjects worked on an

average of three pieces per week. If subjects were having difficulty with particular skills,

such as coordinating hands on certain passages, a reduced load was assigned for that

particular week. Musical abilities varied as did musical experiences, thus the importance
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of individual instruction for older adults. Four subjects were able to complete the Alfred

All- In-One Level 1 and continued into Level 2.

Subjects had a wonderful enthusiasm for knowledge and desire for additional

knowledge relating to personal music interests. One subject brought questions regarding

jazz music theory to each lesson. Literature pertaining to personal interests and abilities

was selected from the Alfred text as well as alternate volumes of piano literature for

recital purposes only. For instance, one individual had always dreamed of playing “Fur

Elise.” The achievements of the experimental group were highlighted in a public recital

(featured in the Gainesville Sun, “Piano Lessons Give Seniors an Emotional Lift,”

October 16, 2003).



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

Data were collected in accordance with procedures established in Chapter Three.

Thirty-one data sets were used for statistical analysis. This chapter will discuss the

procedures used to analyze data and report results of analysis guided by the underlying

research questions presented in Chapter 1

.

A. What is the effect of individualized piano instruction on overall executive function

on older adults (ages 60-85)?

B. What is the effect of individualized piano instruction on working memory for older

adults (ages 60-85)7

C. Does individualized piano instruction result in sustained inereases in cognitive

functioning for older adults (ages 60-85)7

Data Treatment

Initially, data from 39 subjects was collected, however, 31 data sets were used for

statistical analysis. No names are being used to protect subject confidentiality rights. Five

females from the original (n=21) experimental group withdrew for reasons discussed in

Chapter 3, providing (n=16) data sets. In the control group (n==18), one female and two

male subjects were either withdrawn or data excluded from analysis due to medication

changes that may potentially affect memory ability, providing (n=15) data sets. An

example of a medication change potentially affecting study results includes one male

subject begixming Aricept treatment, a medication commonly used for Alzheimer

patients. The other male control subject began taking HCTZ, a hormone that may

potentially alter cognitive performance. One female control subject underwent surgery to

91
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remove a sudden brain tumor. Only data from healthy subjects with no neurological

deficits such as dementia or Alzheimer’s disease were included in analysis. Although

neurologically normal individuals were recruited for study participation; some

individuals had unrelated medical conditions and were taking preventative medications or

vitamins such as those used to prevent bone loss. The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)

was administered at each time point to ensure that groups did not differ and subjects were

not experiencing symptoms of depression. BDI results (scores <10) indicated that no

subjects in either experimental or control group were depressed. A description of

demographic information including age, sex, years of education, handedness, and

previous musical experience is shown in Table 1 for all subjects (N=31) who successfully

completed the study. Data were collected across all three time points: pre-training, post-

training, and after a three month delay. A repeated measures analysis of variance (Group

X Time ANOVA with an alpha level ofp<. 05) was used to examine changes over

multiple time points between groups as a result of the independent variable,

individualized piano instruction (IPI). Some baseline measures were established pre-

training such as the AMMA and WAIS III for potential use as covariates when necessary.

Baseline Measure Results

The shortened form of the Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale III (WAIS III) was

administered within a comprehensive neuropsychological battery for each individual

subject, to yield baseline intelligence quotients in Verbal (VIQ), Performance (PIQ), and

Working Memory Index (WMI). Each subject’s VIQ, PIQ, and WMI were calculated

according to standard procedures. In order to calculate intelligence quotients. Ward’s

seven-subtest version of the WAIS III included the following subtests: Information, Digit
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Span, Arithmetic, Similarities, Picture Completion, Block Design, and Digit Symbol

(Axelrod, Ryan, & Ward, 2001).

Table 1. Demographic Information for Subjects in Experimental (EXP) and Control

(CON) Groups

Group ID Age Ed. (yrs) Handedness Sex Music Experience

EXP 2R 64 20 Right F None

EXP 7J 72 18 Left M None

EXP 8B 70 18 Right F 3 years of piano

EXP 9S 63 17 Right F 2 years of piano

EXP lOD 72 14 Right M 3 months of piano

EXP 13A 62 18 Ambidextrous M None

EXP 16C 74 18 Right M None

EXP 15L 73 14 Right F 6 months of piano

EXP 19S 74 19 Right F 1 year of piano

EXP 20L 62 18 Right F 1 year of violin

EXP 27B 68 14 Right F None

EXP 24R 68 20 Left M 1 year of violin

EXP 35J 66 18 Right F None

EXP 39M 75 20 Right F 1 month of piano

EXP 42L 73 12 Right F 6 months of piano

EXP 37M 70 18 Right F 3 months of piano

CON IG 61 18 Right F 4 years of piano

CON 18J 73 18 Right F 3 years of piano

CON 33M 81 14 Right F 1 year of piano

CON 44S 65 13 Right M 6 months of piano

CON 47C 66 12 Right F 1 year of guitar

CON 36M 75 16 Right F None
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Table 1. Continued

Group ID Age Ed. (yrs) Handedness Sex Music Experience

CON 46B 72 18 Right F None

CON 55J 67 12 Right F 1 year of piano

CON 54L 70 16 Right F None

CON 50J 72 12 Right F 3 months of piano

CON 41E 83 15 Right F None

CON 56J 72 20 Right F None

CON 43M 74 15 Right F None

CON 57M 74 18 Right F 2 years of piano

CON 49J 61 19 Right M 1 year of piano

Table 2 deseribes scores on Picture Completion, Vocabulary, Similarities,

Arithmetic, and Information subtests, administered only at the initial time point. Although

the experimental group began with slightly higher scores, there was no significant (p<

.05) difference between both experimental and control groups at the initial pre-training

time point. These scores were essential to establishing VIQ, PIQ, and WMl described in

Table 3. Scaled scores resulting from the Vocabulary, Similarities, and Information

subtests yielded VIQ. PIQ was based upon performance on Block Design, Picture

Completion, and Digit Symbol Coding. WMI was based upon performance on

Arithmetic, Digit Span, and Letter Number Sequencing subtests.

Descriptive data on repeated WAIS-III subtests including Digit Symbol, Block

Design, Digit Span, and Letter Number Sequencing are shown in Table 4 (Raw Scores)

and Table 5 (Scaled Scores), which describe the means and standard deviations over all

three time points: including pre-training, post-training, and following a three-month
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delay. Results and analysis of repeated sub-tests will be discussed individually as specific

measurements indicate differential cognitive abilities.

Table 2. Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale Subtests

Group EXP (S-=16) CON (N=15) Overall

Scaled Baseline Tests M M M
Picture 12.87 2.63 12.13 2.00 12.52 2.34

Vocabulary 11.69 3.48 10.07 1.98 10.90 2.93

Similarities 12.94 2.77 11.73 2.74 12.35 2.78

Arithmetic 12.31 3.18 11.67 2.13 12.00 2.70

Information 13.75 2.32 13.33 2.90 13.55 2.58

Table 3. Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale III (IQ Results)

Group EXP (N=16) CON (N^=15) Overall

Intelligence Quotient M M M
Verbal IQ 51.69 6.15 48.33 6.98 50.06 6.67

Performance IQ 32.75 5.09 33.40 5.33 33.06 5.13

Working Memory Index 37.81 6.65 34.87 5.40 36.39 6.16

Table 4. Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale III Raw Scores for Repeated

Subtests

Group EXP (N==16) CON (N=15) Overall

Assessments M SD M SD M SD

Digit Symbol (TI) 50.31 14.33 53.20 11.99 51.71 13.11

Digit Symbol (T2) 59.88 17.98 53.93 15.60 57.00 16.86

Digit Symbol (T3) 72.56 11.80 56.47 11.89 64.77 14.23

Block Design (Tl) 30.44 8.45 31.53 9.25 30.97 8.71
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Table 4. Continued.

Group EXP (N=16) CON (N=15) Overall

Assessments M SD M SD M SD

Block Design (T2) 34.00 10.96 32.53 7.00 33.29 9.14

Block Design (T3) 33.88 9.01 33.67 5.29 33.77 7.32

LNS (Tl) 11.31 2.68 9.80 2.86 10.58 2.83

LNS (T2) 11.06 1.88 9.93 2.05 10.52 2.01

LNS (T3) 10.81 2.86 9.47 2.23 10.16 2.62

Total DS(Tl) 19.06 3.84 17.40 3.16 18.26 3.57

Total DS (T2) 20.81 4.22 17.27 4.17 19.10 4.50

Total DS (T3) 19.25 5.00 17.53 2.62 18.42 4.06

Pretraining (Tl), Posttraining (T2), Postdelay (T3),

EXP=Experimental, CON=Control

Table 5. Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale III Scaled Scores for Repeated Subtests

Group EXP (N=16) CON (N=15) Overall (N=31)

Assessments M SD M SD M SD

Digit Symbol (Tl) 9.63 2.85 10.33 2.55 9.97 2.69

Digit Symbol (T2) 11.44 3.67 10.53 3.09 11.00 3.38

Digit Symbol (T3) 14.00 2.58 11.07 2.89 12.58 3.07

Block Design (Tl) 10.25 3.09 10.93 2.87 10.58 2.95

Block Design (T2) 11.56 2.23 11.20 2.08 11.39 2.16

Block Design (T3) 11.56 1.86 11.53 1.51 11.55 1.67

LNS (Tl) 12.81 2.69 11.60 3.11 12.23 2.92
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Table 5. Continued.

Group EXP (N==16) CON (N=15) Overall (N=31)

Assessments M SD M SD M SD

LNS (T2) 12.50 2.00 11.80 1.97 12.16 1.99

LNS (T3) 12.25 2.82 11.20 2.11 11.74 2.52

Total DS(Tl) 12.69 3.07 11.60 2.23 12.16 2.71

Total DS (T2) 13.94 3.30 11.40 3.00 12.71 3.36

Total DS (T3) 12.81 3.87 11.73 2.09 12.29 3.13

Pretraining (Tl), Posttraining (T2), Postdelay (T3),

EXP=Experimental, CON=Control

Digit Symbol

The Digit Symbol subtest measures planning and working memory processing by

requiring subjects to match numbers with corresponding symbols under time constraints.

Subjects were provided five trials for task practice prior to each testing. A significant

interaction (p< .05) was indicated by a Group x Time ANOVA, Huynh-Feldt test,

F(2,55)=4.68,/7< .015. a Huynh-Feldt test is a less conservative test that allows one to

correct for data that violate the sphericity assumption. The equality of the variances of the

difference between treatment conditions is referred to as the sphericity assumption (Field,

2000). Means of Digit Symbol Scaled Scores for the control group fluctuate by

decreasing between pre- and posttesting followed by an increase at the follow-up testing.

This increase may potentially illustrate a practice effect due to the short time interval of

three-months between post and follow-up testing. Means of scores for the experimental

group demonstrate a significant increase across all three-time points as a result of IPI

(Figure 2). The box plot contains the range of scores with the average represented by a

solid line inside the box, outliers represented by points outside the box.
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Figure 2. Digit Symbol Scaled Scores

Block Design

Block Design assesses spatial temporal memory ability by requiring subjects to

manipulate red and white colored cubes to construct 14 patterns. The first nine tasks

require subjects to manipulate four blocks while the last five tasks require use of all nine

cubes. Scoring is based upon time required for task completion. A repeated measures

Group X Time ANOVA (p< .05), Huynh-Feldt test yielded no significant within subjects

effects, F(2, 58)=1 .42, p>32. Although the experimental group improved their scores

between the initial and posttesting, the control group also indicated enhancements. Scores

for both the experimental and control groups indicate a practice effect. Performance after

the three-month delay resulted in scores similar to posttesting
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Digit Span

There are two parts to the Digit Span Task: Digit Span Forward and Digit Span

Backward in which assesses working memory by utilizing numeric auditory stimuli. Digit

Span Forward contains 1 6 numeric stimuli presentations over eight trials, while Digit

Span Backward contains 14 numeric stimuli presentations over seven trials. Table 6

includes the means and standard deviations for Digit Span Forward and Digit Span

Backward individually for each time point. Results of a repeated measures Group X Time

ANOVA for Digit Span Forward over all three time points yield no significant

differences, F(2,58)=1.66; p=2. Although the analysis illustrates non-significant results

for Digit Span Forward over all three time points, when the same analysis is performed

over the first two time points (pre and posttesting) a trend was found, F(l,29)=^3.28,

/7=.08. Trends are used in psychological literature to describe non-significant effects,

traditionally defined as p= .065-.09. The pattern of scores indicates enhanced

performance by the experimental group between pretesting and posttesting; however,

performance gains are not maintained during the 3-month delay. The control group

slightly decreased in performance between pre and posttesting and remained constant

through the last time point. Digit Span Backwards was not significant with a repeated

measures ANOVA over all three time points, F(2, 58)= .61,p=.5 nor with a

pre/posttesting ANOVA, F(l,29)=1.49,/?=.2.

A repeated measures for the total Digit Span Subtest over all three time points

yielded no significant {p< .05) effects F(2,58)=2.09,;7=.13. Figure 3-A illustrates

performance over all three-time points. Interestingly, the experimental group does not

maintain performance gains when practice is discontinued. Results of a repeated measure

ANOVA over pre and posttesting time points indicate increased performance by the
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experimental group indicating a trend, F(l,29)=3.59, p=.06 (Figure 3-B). The control

group scores increase slightly between pre and posttesting and decrease between

posttesting and the three-month delay. This slight increase may be the result of a practice

effect.

Overall results of the Digit Span subtest were not significant for a Group X Time

interaction. Even though no significant results were found, trends were found for both

Digit Span Forward and the total Digit Span scores for a Group X Time interaction

between pre and posttest time points. The pattern of scores for the experimental group

increase between pre and posttesting and decrease at the delay, while the control group’s

scores fluxuate prior to stabilizing during the posttesting and three-month delay.

Table 6. Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale III Digit Span Subtest Forward and
Backward

Group EXP (n=16) CON (n=15) Overall

Raw Score M SD M SD M SD

DS Forward (Pretest) 11.38 1.31 10.53 2.17 10.97 1.80

DS Forward (Posttest) 12.13 2.45 10.20 2.18 11.19 2.48

DS Forward (After Delay) 11.06 2.67 10.33 1.54 10.71 2.19

DS Backward (Pretest) 7.69 2.68 6.87 1.60 7.29 2.22

DS Backward (Posttest) 8.69 2.21 7.07 2.19 7.90 2.32

DS Backward (After Delay) 8.19 2.97 7.20 1.78 7.71 2.48
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Figure 3-A
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Test Time
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Figure 3. Digit Span Scaled Scores (A) Digit Span Forward Scores shown for all three

time points B) Digit Span total scores (Forward and Backward) illustrating a

trend for pre and posttesting time points.

Letter Number Sequencing

Three trials are contained in each set of seven numeric and alphabetical stimuli

representations in Letter Number Sequencing. Older adults found this task challenging to

verbally recall random letters and numbers prior to organizing the stimuli, numbers in

ascending order first followed by letters in alphabetical order. A repeated measures

Group X Time ANOVA indicates no significant differences between group performance

F(2,55)=.18,/f=. 82. Scaled scores in the experimental group decreased slightly over all

three-time points, while the control group scores remained constant between pre- and

posttesting before decreasing sharply at the last time point.

Advanced Measures of Music Audiation (AMMA)

Another baseline measure administered at the pretesting time point was the

Advanced Measures ofMusic Audiation {AMMA) is a 20-minute assessment with 30

questions, designed primarily for high school students and college music and non-music

majors (Gordon, 1989). Currently, there is no musical aptitude assessment designed
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especially for older adults, however, it has been reported that musical aptitude does

stabilize during childhood (Gordon, 1989).

Subjects must determine whether two musical passages were the same or different,

and if classified as different, by either rhythmic or melodic elements. Table 7 provides

the means for the control group, experimental group, and overall subject pool. Scores are

reported as Tonal Raw Score (RS), Tonal Percentile Rank (PR), Rhythmic Raw Score

(RS), Rhythmic Percentile Rank (PR), Total Raw Score (RS), and Total Percentile Rank

(PR). It is important to note that all subjects were musically naive prior to participation in

this study; therefore, percentile rank scores were based upon Gordon’s (1989) table for

individuals with a minimum of a high school education. All subjects had completed a

minimum of 12 years of education. There were no significant (p<.05) differences for

baseline AMMA scores between the experimental and control groups respectively. The

overall mean Tonal Raw Score for both groups was 51.13 and mean Total Percentile was

50.23.

Table 7. Advanced Measures of Music Audiation (AMMA)
Group Experimental (n=16) Control (n=15) Total

M
SD

M SD M SD
Tonal RS 24.44 4.12 24.53 4.87 24.48 4.42

Tonal PR 52.50 20.85 52.40 24.24 52.45 22.17

Rhythm RS 25.69 4.87 26.07 4.37 25.87 4.56

Rhythm PR 44.38 22.13 45.33 21.83 44.84 21.62

Total RS 50.75 8.05 51.53 8.25 51.13 8.02

Total PR 49.31 21.96 51.2 22.55 50.23 21.89
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Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test (PASAT).

The PASAT is a challenging task in which subjects must attend to a series of single

digit numbers and respond with a verbal summation of the last two numbers heard on the

recording (Gronwall, 1977). Attention, concentration, and general information

processing, are assessed by PASAT performance, thus PASAT has been used in patients

with pain disorders, multiple sclerosis, asthma, and traumatic brain injury (Mathias,

Standford, & Houston, 2004).

Results of a Group X Time repeated measures ANOVA conducted over each

individual trial indicate significant improvements in the experimental group as compared

to healthy controls in trial 2 and trial 4 respectively. PASAT trial 1 (Table 8) included 2.4

seconds between stimuli and results of a Group X Time ANOVA, Huynh-Feldt test

yielded no significant differences F(2,58)-2.5,/?=.09. Trial 2 (Table 9) consisting of 2.0

seconds between stimuli was significant after a repeated measures Group X Time

ANOVA, Huynh-Feldt Test, F(2,28)- 5.1,/7=.01. Trial 3 (Table 10) included a 1.6

second delay between stimuli and resulted in non-significant findings of a repeated

measures Group X Time ANOVA, Huynh-Feldt F’(2,58)=.85,;?=.43. Trial 4 (Table 1 1),

consisted of a 1 .2 second delay between stimuli, results of a repeated measures Group X

Time ANOVA indicate significant {p< .05) results, F{2,5\)^?> A,
p= .05. It is interesting

that only trial 1 and trial 3 were not significant, however, the results of trial 1 do illustrate

a potential trend with the experimental group increasing in the number of trials correct as

compared to healthy eontrols. The results suggest that six months of piano instruction

may influence processing speed in older adults.
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Table 8. Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task Results of Trial 1

Source

Type
III

Sum of

Squares df

Mean
Square F P

Partial

Eta

Squared

Noncent.

Parameter OP
Time Sphericity

Assumed
81.44 2 40.720 5.44 0.007 0.158 10.877 0.828

Greenhouse-

Geisser
81.44 1.989 40.938 5.44 0.007 0.158 10.819 0.827

Huynh-Feldt 81.44 2 40.720 5.44 0.007 0.158 10.877 0.828

Lower-bound 81.44 1 81.440 5.44 0.027 0.158 5.438 0.616

Time*

Group
Sphericity

Assumed
37.44 2 18.720 2.50 0.091 0.079 5.000 0.482

Greenhouse-

Geisser 37.44 1.989 18.820 2.50 0.091 0.079 4.974 0.481

Huynh-Feldt 37.44 2 18.720 2.50 0.091 0.079 5.000 0.482

Lower-bound 37.44 1 37.440 2.50 0.125 0.079 2.500 0.333

Sphericity

Assumed
434.28 58 7.488

Error

(Time)

Greenhouse-

Geisser
434.28 57.69 7.528

Huynh-Feldt 434.28 58 7.488

Lower-bound 434.28 29 14.975

a Computed using alpha = .05

OP=Observed Power
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Table 9. Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task Results of Trial 2

Source

Type

III

Sum of

Squares df

Mean
Square F P

Partial

Eta

Squared

Noncent.

Parameter OP
Time Sphericity

Assumed

52.55 2 26.274 4.08 0.022 0.123 8.164 0.703

Greenhouse-

Geisser
52.55 1.926 27.283 4.08 0.023 0.123 7.862 0.691

Huynh-Feldt 52.55 2 26.274 4.08 0.022 0.123 8.164 0.703

Lower-bound 52.55 1 52.549 4.08 0.053 0.123 4.082 0.497

Time*

Group
Sphericity

Assumed
65.71 2 32.855 5.10 0.009 0.150 10.209 0.802

Greenhouse-

Geisser
65.71 1.926 34.116 5.10 0.010 0.150 9.831 0.791

Huynh-Feldt 65.71 2 32.855 5.10 0.009 0.150 10.209 0.802

Lower-bound 65.71 1 65.710 5.10 0.032 0.150 5.104 0.589

Error

(Time)

Sphericity

Assumed 373.32 58 6.437

Greenhouse-

Geisser
373.32 55.856 6.684

Huynh-Feldt 373.32 58 6.437

Lower-bound 373.32 29 12.873

a Computed using alpha = .05

OP=Observed Power
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Table 10. Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task Results of Trial 3

Source

Type

III

Sum of

Squares df

Mean
Square F P

Partial

Eta

Squared

Noncent.

Parameter OP
Time Sphericity

Assumed
146.09 2 73.046 10.68 0.000 0.269 21.358 0.986

Greenhouse-

Geisser
146.09 1.963 74.439 10.68 0.000 0.269 20.959 0.985

Huynh-Feldt 146.09 2 73.046 10.68 0.000 0.269 21.358 0.986

Lower-bound 146.09 1 146.092 10.68 0.003 0.269 10.679 0.885

Time*

Group
Sphericity

Assumed
11.64 2 5.820 0.85 0.432 0.029 1.702 0.189

Greenhouse-

Geisser
11.64 1.963 5.931 0.85 0.430 0.029 1.670 0.188

Huynh-Feldt 11.64 2 5.820 0.85 0.432 0.029 1.702 0.189

Lower-bound 11.64 1 11.641 0.85 0.364 0.029 0.851 0.145

Error

(Time)

Sphericity

Assumed 396.73 58 6.840

Greenhouse-

Geisser
396.73 56.914 6.971

Huynh-Feldt 396.73 58 6.840

Lower-bound 396.73 29 13.680

a Computed using alpha = .05

OP=Observed Power
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Table 11. Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task Results of Trial 4

Source

Type

III Sum
of

Squares df

Mean
Square F P

Partial

Eta

Squared

Noncent.

Parameter OP
Time Sphericity

Assumed
130.12 2 65.061 6.58 0.003 0.185 13.165 0.896

Greenhouse-

Geisser
130.12 1.609 80.878 6.58 0.005 0.185 10.590 0.841

Huynh-Feldt 130.12 1.748 74.448 6.58 0.004 0.185 11.505 0.863

Lower-bound 130.12 1 130.123 6.58 0.016 0.185 6.582 0.698

Time*

Group
Sphericity

Assumed
66.25 2 33.126 3.35 0.042 0.104 6.703 0.611

Greenhouse-

Geisser
66.25 1.609 41.179 3.35 0.053 0.104 5.392 0.546

Huynh-Feldt 66.25 1.748 37.905 3.35 0.049 0.104 5.858 0.570

Lower-bound 66.25 1 66.252 3.35 0.077 0.104 3.351 0.425

Error

(Time)

Sphericity

Assumed 573.28 58 9.884

Greenhouse-

Geisser
573.28 46.658 12.287

Huynh-Feldt 573.28 50.687 11.310

Lower-bound 573.28 29 19.768

a Computed using alpha = .05

OP=Observed Power

Overall results of a repeated measures Group X Time ANOVA for all three time

points (Table 12) was not significant {p< .05), Huyn Feldt, F(2, 58)=2.53,p-.09. When

the same analysis was performed over the pre and posttesting time points (Table 13),

overall PASAT scores were significant {p< .05), Huyn Feldt, F(l,29)= 4.3,/?=.05.

Cognitive enhancements were not maintained over the third time point indicating that

some effects may be potentially related to active engagement in musical practice and
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instruction. These results suggest that continued piano practice may be essential to

maintaining enhanced attention, concentration, and information processing speed.

Table 12. Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task Summation of Results (All Four Trials)

Source

Type
III

Sum of

Squares df

Mean
Square F P

Partial

Eta

Squared

Noncent.

Parameter OP
Time Sphericity

Assumed
3987.27 2 1993.635 11.72 0 0.288 23.445 0.992

Greenhouse-

Geisser
3987.27 2 1993.664 11.72 0 0.288 23.445 0.992

Huynh-Feldt 3987.27 2 1993.635 11.72 0 0.288 23.445 0.992

Lower-bound 3987.27 1 3987.269 11.72 0.002 0.288 11.722 0.911

Time*

Group
Sphericity

Assumed
860.39 2 430.194 2.53 0.088 0.080 5.059 0.487

Greenhouse-

Geisser
860.39 2 430.200 2.53 0.088 0.080 5.059 0.487

Huynh-Feldt 860.39 2 430.194 2.53 0.088 0.080 5.059 0.487

Lower-bound 860.39 1 860.388 2.53 0.123 0.080 2.530 0.337

Error

(Time)

Sphericity

Assumed 9864.06 58 170.070

Greenhouse-

Geisser
9864.06 57.999 170.073

Huynh-Feldt 9864.06 58 170.070

Lower-bound 9864.06 29 340.140

a Computed using alpha = .05

OP=Observed Power

Further analysis was necessary to ensure subject compliance to the task, as some

studies have reported older adults commonly answer every other item to avoid

performing several simultaneous cognitive tasks (Snyder et al., 2001). Therefore, a

process of analysis used frequently in the literature involves examining dyad scores or

reporting the number of consecutive correct responses to the auditory stimuli. Table 14
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illustrates dyad scores that were calculated for each individual data set over each time

point. The pattern of scores is similar to that of the original raw scores indicating that

both groups were following task instructions.

Table 13. Overall Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task (PASAT) Pretest and Posttest

Scores

Source

Type

III

Sum of

Squares df

Mean
Square F P

Partial

Eta

Squared

Noncent.

Parameter OP
Time Sphericity

Assumed
24.68 1 24.680 0.15 0.706 0.005 0.146 0.066

Greenhouse-

Geisser
24.68 1 24.680 0.15 0.706 0.005 0.146 0.066

Huynh-Feldt 24.68 1 24.680 0.15 0.706 0.005 0.146 0.066

Lower-bound 24.68 1 24.680 0.15 0.706 0.005 0.146 0.066

Time*

Group
Sphericity

Assumed
729.20 1 729.196 4.30 0.047 0.129 4.304 0.518

Greenhouse-

Geisser
729.20 1 729.196 4.30 0.047 0.129 4.304 0.518

Huynh-Feldt 729.20 1 729.196 4.30 0.047 0.129 4.304 0.518

Lower-bound 729.20 1 729.196 4.30 0.047 0.129 4.304 0.518

Error

(Time)

Sphericity

Assumed 4913.68 29 169.437

Greenhouse-

Geisser
4913.68 29 169.437

Huynh-Feldt 4913.68 29 169.437

Lower-bound 4913.68 29 169.437

a Computed using alpha = .05

OP=Observed Power
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Table 14. Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task (PASAT) Dyad Scores

Source

Type

III

Sum of

Squares df

Mean
Square F P

Partial

Eta

Squared

Noncent.

Parameter OP
Time Sphericity

Assumed
1208.76 2 604.382 6.86 0.002 0.191 13.723 0.909

Greenhouse-

Geisser
1208.76 1.994 606.338 6.86 0.002 0.191 13.678 0.908

Huynh-Feldt 1208.76 2 604.382 6.86 0.002 0.191 13.723 0.909

Lower-bound 1208.76 1 1208.764 6.86 0.014 0.191 6.861 0.716

Time*

Group

Sphericity

Assumed
474.91 2 237.457 2.70 0.076 0.085 5.392 0.514

Greenhouse-

Geisser
474.91 1.994 238.226 2.70 0.076 0.085 5.374 0.513

Huynh-Feldt 474.91 2 237.457 2.70 0.076 0.085 5.392 0.514

Lower-bound 474.91 1 474.914 2.70 0.111 0.085 2.696 0.355

Error

(Time)

Sphericity

Assumed 5108.91 58 88.085

Greenhouse-

Geisser
5108.91 57.813 88.370

Huynh-Feldt 5108.91 58 88.085

Lower-bound 5108.91 29 176.169

a Computed using alpha = .05

OP=Observed Power

PASAT was shown to be significant with a Group X Time interaction for Trial 2,

Trial 4, and overall PASAT performance for pre and posttesting time points respectively.

Figure 4 represents the various patterns of significant results. In Trial 2, the range of

scores for experimental and control groups is similar; however, the mean scores are

significantly different (Figure 4-A). The experimental group’s scores increase over all

time points for Trial 2 and Trial 4, while the control group’s scores vary for Trial 2 and

increase slightly prior to stabilizing in Trial 4 (Figure 4-B). Average scores increase



between pre and posttesting for the experimental group and decrease for the control

group (Figure 4-C).
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Figure 4-A

Figure 4. Results of the Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task (PASAT) A) Trial 2 results

over all time points, B) Trial 4 results over all time points, and C) Pre and

posttesting results.
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Figure 4. Continued
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Trail Making Test (TMT)

The Trail Making Test CardA and Card B (TMT) (Reitan & Wolfson, 1985),

administered over all three time points, is timed task that requires subjects to draw

coimections between consecutive numbers on Card A and Card B requires connections to

be made for numbers and letters in an alternate fashion. Both Card A and Card B assess

spatial organization, graphomotor speed, and visual pursuit. In addition. Card B measures

cognitive flexibility with regard to distinguishing between numbers and letters,

integration oftwo independent series, application of organizing principles, serial

retention and integration, problem solving and planning abilities (Kay, 1984).

A repeated measures Group X Time ANOVA of Card A, the motor task, indicated

no significant (p< .05) group interaction, F(2, 58)=1.78,/?=.18. A repeated measures for

TMT Card B, Group X Time ANOVA was found to be significant (p< .05) for all three

time points, Huynh-Feldt, T’(2,55)=4.44,/?=.02. The pattern of results (Figure 5-A)

indicate a significant decrease in time in seconds to correctly complete the task over all

three time points for the experimental group as compared to controls. Since Card B

measures a combination of motor and various cognitive abilities, performance on a

motor-specific task. Card A, was subtracted from each individual score over each time

point yielding a Trails B Delta Score. A repeated measures Group X Time ANOVA was

calculated with Trails B Delta Scores yielding a trend, Huyn Feldt, F(2, 56)=2.88; p^.06

(Figure 5-B). A significant interaction on Card B and a trend for Trails B Delta Scores

suggest that cognitive performance was enhanced as a result of individualized piano

instruction. In addition, non-significant differences between groups for Trails Card A

suggest that performance enhancements were not related to the motor component of the

task.
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Figure 5. Trail Making Test Results A) Card B Scores and B) Trails Card B Delta Scores
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1

California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT)

The CVLT assesses both short-term and longer-term verbal memory with two word

lists. Immediate recall is measured in the first five trials with one specific list of 16 words

from four categories. Words are never provided consecutively from the same category,

which allows an opportunity to examine semantic clustering. In the middle of the exam, a

16-word interference list is presented only once. Long-delay free and cued recalls of the

original list of words followed by a forced-choice recognition trial conclude the exam.

One control participant was excluded from the analysis (N=30) due to lack of effort on

CVLT assessments as reported by the tester. A Group X Time Repeated Measures

ANOVA yielded a significant (p<.05) interaction over all time points for Trial B, the

interference task, F( 2,55)=5.76, p=.006 (Figure 6). The experimental group increased

performance over each time point, while scores for the control group decreased.
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Trial B measures the ability to semantically organize, encode, and retrieve a new

list of words after only one presentation. It is interesting that this is the only trial with any

significant Group X Time interaction over all three-time points with regard to immediate

recall on this assessment. Even though Trials 1-5, administered at the beginning of the

assessment, contain a repeated word list. Trials 1-5 data indicate no significant Group X

Time interaction. Since there has been a pattern of results between the pre-training and

post-training time point found on prior assessments such as Digit Span and PASAT, a

Group X Time ANOVA for the pretesting and posttesting time points was conducted for

all variables in the CVLT.

The a priori hypothesis included as part of the study design consisted of using

Working Memory Index (WMI), Performance Intelligence Quotient (PIQ), Verbal

Intelligence Quotient (VIQ) and Advanced Measures of Music Audiation (AMMA) as

potential covariates to account for large variability within groups. The CVLT contained a

large variability within groups and performance of the assessment depends upon working

memory ability. Therefore, WMI was utilized as a covariate in these analyses. There was

a significant (p>.05) Group X Time interaction for recall errors referring specifically to

total across list intrusions for trials 1 -5 pre and posttesting time points when covaried

with WMI, T’(l,27)=15.38,/r=.001 (Table 15). Intrusions refer to incorrect responses not

listed as part of the stimuli to be recalled. Most of these responses illustrated the subject’s

understanding of semantic categorization. For instance, if subjects were asked to recall

furniture items such as bed, desk, table, and lamp, subjects often included other words

such as chair or dresser in their response. The pattern of results shows the experimental

group intrusion rates decrease between pre and posttesting, while the control group
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intrusion rates increase slightly (Table 16). However, after the three-month-delay, the

experimental subject’s mean intrusion rate returned to a slightly higher level than initially

found at pretesting. These results, though not sustained, suggest piano instruction

enhances verbal memory resulting in a lower rate of intrusion errors.

Table 15. California Verbal Learning Test II Recall Errors: Total Across List Intrusions

Trials 1-5

Source

Type

III

Sum of

Squares df

Mean
Square F P

Partial

Eta

Squared
TIME Sphericity Assumed 0.00 1 0.002 0.09 0.762 0.003

Greenhouse-Geisser 0.00 1 0.002 0.09 0.762 0.003

Huynh-Feldt 0.00 1 0.002 0.09 0.762 0.003

Lower-bound 0.00 1 0.002 0.09 0.762 0.003

TIME * Sphericity Assumed 0.00 1 0.000 0.00 0.993 0.000

WMI
Greenhouse-Geisser 0.00 1 0.000 0.00 0.993 0.000

Huynh-Feldt 0.00 1 0.000 0.00 0.993 0.000

Lower-bound 0.00 1 0.000 0.00 0.993 0.000

TIME* Sphericity Assumed 0.36 1 0.356 15.38 0.001 0.363

Group

Greenhouse-Geisser 0.36 1 0.356 15.38 0.001 0.363

Huynh-Feldt 0.36 1 0.356 15.38 0.001 0.363

Lower-bound 0.36 1 0.356 15.38 0.001 0.363

Error Sphericity Assumed 0.63 27 0.023

(Time)

Greenhouse-Geisser 0.63 27 0.023

Huynh-Feldt 0.63 27 0.023

Lower-bound 0.63 27 0.023
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Table 16. Total Across List Intrusions

Group M SD
Pretest CON (N=14) .19 .16

EXP (N=16) .40 .19

Total (N=30) .30 .21

Posttest CON(N=14) .43 .16

EXP (N=16) .32 .20

Total (N=30) .37 .19

Delay CON(N=14) .29 .18

EXP (N=16) .46 .15

Total (N=30) .38 .18

Wisconsin Card Sort Test (WCST)

A computerized version of the WCST was administered at all three time points

using standard instructions (Heaton et al., 1993). The WCST contains four stimulus cards

and 288 trials that require subjects to match cards with a variety of colors (red, yellow,

blue, or green), shapes (crosses, circles, stars, or triangles) and numbers of particular

shapes (one, two, three, or four) (Laurent et al., 2001). Subjects match cards by color,

shape, or number, based upon feedback as to whether their response is correct or

incorrect. Once a subject has matched ten consecutive cards correctly, the assessment is

programmed to randomly change the sorting principle. Subjects must rely on the

computerized feedback to determine the new sorting principle and develop a new

strategy.

A repeated measures Group X Time ANOVA was calculated across all time points

for reaction time, perseverative errors, non-perseverative error rate, categories completed
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(number of times ten correct consecutive responses are made), and numbers of trials to

complete the first category. However, there were no significant effects found on any

condition. In fact, the results on every condition reflect a practice effect for both groups.

The median reaction times in milliseconds (ms), non-perseverative error rates (NPE), and

number of categories completed (CC) are reported for both experimental and control

groups across all three time points in Table 17. Both groups decrease mean reaction time

and exhibit less non-perseverative errors over all time points. The number of categories

completed increases between the pre and posttesting time point and decreases slightly at

the delay for both groups. Results in Table 18 represent other conditions in which data

are similar for both groups such as trials to complete the first category, proportion of

perseverative errors, and mean perseverative errors. The proportion of perseverative

errors is almost an exact match for both groups. Although WCST results contain a

practice effect, it is important to note the consistency in the data with regard to test

administration.
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Table 17. Wisconsin Card Sort Test Median Reaction Times (RT) in Milliseconds (ms),

Non-Perseverative Error Rates (NPE), and Number of Categories Completed
(CC)

Group
M SD M SD M SD
RT RT NPE NPE CC CC

Pretest Control

(N=15) 3413.88 867.98 140.87 60.33 7.80 6.20

Experimental

(N=16) 2568.31 769.36 125.63 70.15 9.63 5.97

Total

(N=31) 2991.09 914.04 133.00 64.95 8.74 6.05

Posttest Control

(N=15) 3112.25 789.66 100.27 54.54 11.47 5.30

Experimental

(N=16) 2418.03 389.14 79.56 43.40 13.69 2.77

Total

(N=31) 2765.14 706.66 89.58 49.40 12.61 4.27

Delay Control

(N=15) 3024.97 800.64 112.87 77.52 11.20 5.51

Experimental

(N=16) 2314.00 524.99 68.44 39.97 13.63 3.07

Total

(N=31) 2669.48 757.62 89.94 64.13 12.45 4.52

Table 18. Wisconsin Card Sort Test Trials to Complete the First Category, Proportion of

Perseverative Errors, and Total Perseverative Errors Across All Time Points

Group Time Trials to Complete Proportion of Perseverative Errors

First Category Perseverative Errors

M SE M SE M SE
Control Pretest 16.8 0.08 0.04 2.93 0.08 0.04

(N=15)

Posttest 22.47 0.04 0.01 6.43 0.04 0.01

Delay 11.47 0.06 0.02 1.24 0.06 0.01

Experimental Pretest 13.94 0.10 0.04 2.84 0.09 0.04

(N=I6)

Posttest 10.94 0.02 0.01 6.23 0.02 0.01

Delay 9.13 0.02 0.01 1.20 0.02 0.01
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N-Back Sequential Letter Test (N-Back)

The N-Back is a visual sequential-letter memory computerized task that includes

parametrically varied working memory load from the 0-Back condition to the 3-Back

condition. The 0-Back target is defined as any letter matching the pre-specified letter,

while the 1 -Back condition referred to any letter matching the letter presented

immediately prior or one trial back. A target in the 2 and 3-Back conditions was any

letter identical, without regard to case, presented two or three trials back respectively.

The assessment does not vary with regard to stimulus and response demands across

conditions; however, higher loads place a greater demand on maintaining and updating

information with regard to working memory (Cohen, 1997; Perlstein et al., 2001).

The N-Back was a thirty-minute computerized assessment in the Psyscope platform,

which randomly assigned conditions during each assessment. Trials consisted of

consonant letters presented on a visual display (500 ms duration) in which subjects

responded with a dominant-hand button press to each set of stimuli. Subjects were

instructed to press the yellow button for non-targets and the red button for target letters.

Twelve sets of stimuli are presented with three lead trials and 22 regular response trials in

each set for a total of 300 trials. Subjects were given a practice assessment prior to

administration of the N-Back at each time point to ensure their understanding of task

instructions and task performance.

Results of the N-Back parallel those found in the WCST data with regard to

practice effect. A Group X Time repeated measures ANOVA yielded no significant

interactions. Reaction time for correct responses was calculated over each time point for

each condition as shown in Table 19. As one would expect, reaction time for correct

responses increases as a function of load at all time points. Training did not affect
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performance in proportion of errors for the experimental group as 0-Back, 1-Back, and 2-

Back conditions reflect the same means across the pre-and posttesting time points (Table

20). The proportion of errors in the control group remained consistent for all time-points.

Table 19. Reaction Time for Correct Responses in Milliseconds (ms)

Working Memory Load 0-Back 1-Back 2-Back 3-Back
Time Group M SD M SD M SD M SD
Pretest Experimental

(N=16)

635.6 60.1 852.0 158.2 1052.8 182.7 1088.1 173.7

Control

(N=15)

650.4 131.4 833.6 182.4 1000.9 232.5 1043.8 259.6

Total

(N=31)

642.8 99.6 843.1 167.7 1027.7 206.4 1066.6 216.9

Posttest Experimental

(N=16)

654.9 87.3 797.0 158.2 980.0 186.2 1071.8 209.9

Control

(N=15)

662.5 142.9 798.6 211.7 936.2 248.3 968.9 238.2

Total

(N=31)

658.6 115.6 797.8 182.9 958.8 215.9 1022.0 226.4

Delay Experimental

(N=16)

665.6 85.9 834.2 206.3 1002.0 205.1 1099.3 216.0

Control

(N=15)

692.9 154.9 836.1 223.6 1056.2 266.6 1057.6 297.8

Total

(N=31)

678.8 122.8 835.1 211.2 1028.2 234.4 1079.2 255.3
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Working Memory Load 0-Back 1-Back 2-Back 3-Back

Time Group M SD M SD M SD M SD
Pretest Experimental

(N=16)

0.02 0.04 0.08 0.09 0.15 0.09 0.22 0.08

Control

(N=15)

0.04 0.05 0.10 0.08 0.22 0.10 0.25 0.07

Total

(N=31)

0.03 0.04 0.09 0.09 0.18 0.10 0.24 0.08

Posttest Experimental

(N=16)

0.02 0.03 0.08 0.07 0.15 0.11 0.21 0.06

Control

(N=15)

0.06 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.18 0.10 0.25 0.07

Total

(N=31)

0.04 0.06 0.10 0.08 0.17 0.11 0.23 0.07

Delay Experimental

(N=16)

0.02 0.03 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.09 0.20 0.09

Control

(N=15)

0.03 0.04 0.10 0.11 0.18 0.12 0.25 0.07

Total

(N=31)

0.03 0.04 0.08 0.09 0.15 0.10 0.22 0.08

Signal detection analysis assesses sensitivity (d’) and response criterion (beta) that

may not be reflected in overall score accuracy (Green, 1966; Pallier, 2002). In the N-

Back assessment, d and beta calculations allow one to examine patterns of behavioral

responses found by using proportions of hits, false alarms, misses, and correct rejections.

In the 0-Back, 2-Back, and 3-Back conditions, sensitivity increases for the experimental

group, while the control group increases in only 2 and 3-Back conditions over the pre and
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posttesting time points (Table 21). Response criterion (beta) was found to vary based

upon group and load as shown in Table 22. For the pre and posttesting time points, beta

decreased for the experimental group over every condition with the exception of the 1-

Back condition and increased for the control group over all conditions. It is interesting to

not that while sensitivity to responses was similar, response criterion differed among

groups for the pre-and posttesting time point.

Table 21. Target Detection Sensitivity (d’) by Load
Working Memory Load 0-Back 1-Back 2-Back 3-Back
Time Group M SD M SD M SD M SD
Pretest Experimental

(N=16)

3.51 0.41 2.92 0.94 2.17 0.80 1.51 0.68

Control

(N=15)

3.30 0.59 2.61 0.80 1.56 0.84 1.23 0.51

Total

(N=31)

3.41 0.51 2.77 0.87 1.88 0.87 1.38 0.61

Posttest Experimental

(N=16)

3.54 0.35 2.83 0.81 2.26 1.12 1.57 0.46

Control

(N=15)

3.11 0.80 2.38 0.77 1.95 0.90 1.30 0.52

Total

(N=31)

3.33 0.64 2.61 0.81 2.10 1.01 1.44 0.50

Delay Experimental

(N=16)

3.56 0.39 3.07 0.71 2.37 0.85 1.72 0.84

Control

(N=15)

3.41 0.50 2.65 1.00 1.94 1.06 1.29 0.49

Total

_ (N=31)

3.49 0.44 2.87 0.87 2.16 0.97 1.51 0.71
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Table 22. N-Back Response Criterion (beta) by Load

Working Memory Load 0-Back 1-Back 2-Back 3-Back
Time Group M SD M SD M SD M SD
Pretest Experimental

(N=16)

2.15 2.03 2.37 1.61 2.03 1.94 2.12 1.26

Control

(N=15)

2.58 2.53 2.33 2.03 1.57 0.79 1.95 1.46

Total

(N=31)

2.36 2.26 2.35 1.79 1.81 1.49 2.04 1.34

Posttest Experimental

(N=16)

2.00 1.66 2.70 1.62 1.57 1.24 2.19 1.97

Control

(N=15)

2.78 2.39 3.69 2.78 2.14 1.82 2.02 1.64

Total

(N=31)

2.38 2.05 3.18 2.27 1.85 1.55 2.11 1.79

Delay Experimental

(N=16)

1.88 1.68 2.11 1.62 2.02 1.45 1.40 0.50

Control

(N=15)

2.12 2.10 2.62 1.42 1.71 1.17 2.23 1.57

Total

(N=31)

2.00 1.87 2.35 1.52 1.87 1.31 1.80 1.20



CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter discusses the results of the study with regard to the proposed research

questions and offers potential explanations and future directions pertaining to music’s

role in mitigating mild age-related memory loss. Following a brief overview of the

purpose and procedures of the study, results are discussed with respect to the original

research questions, and implications for cognitive training and adult music education

programs are included. This chapter closes with conclusions and suggestions for future

interdisciplinary research combining music, psychology, and neuroscience perspectives.

Overview of the Study

The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of individualized piano

instruction (IPI) on cognitive abilities in older adults (ages 60-85) as compared to healthy

controls receiving no cognitive interventions. Thirty-nine adults were recruited from

independent living facilities, large churches with a community outreach, and other

members of the Gainesville community. Subjects were sereened for severe neurological

impairments such as Alzheimer’s disease and depression prior to enrollment. All subjects

who met the criteria for enrollment were randomly assigned to two groups. Twenty-one

subjects in the experimental group received IPI for six months, while 19 subjects

participated in the control group. A battery of cognitive assessments was administered at

three time points: pretraining, posttraining, and following a three-month delay. All

assessments were administered at accessible locations such as church community centers

and community clubhouses.

126
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Subjects in the experimental group received weekly rigorous individualized piano

instruction for 24 consecutive weeks. Piano instruction included piano performance

pieces, finger dexterity exercises, and music theory assignments. All materials as well as

access to community pianos were provided. Subjects were required to record three hours

of weekly piano practice and log all practice sessions. Several subjects chose to

participate in a recital celebrating their accomplishments upon the conclusion of

individualized piano instruction.

Results of six months of training indicate significant performance enhancements on

working memory tasks with regard to cognitive abilities such as attention and

concentration, encoding and strategy maintenance, and information processing speed.

Sustainability was found for planning and working memory on some assessments, while

some cognitive measures resulted in performance gains only at the posttraining time

point. These results indicate that the experimental group experienced a percentage of

gained cognitive enhancements compared to healthy controls (Table 23). Results of this

study provide some evidence for generalizability in cognitive interventions, but also

demonstrate the importance of music education in the lives of older adults.

Study Problem

The key results are reported and discussed with regard to the overall research

questions. However, these questions are not completely independent of one another.

Although working memory and executive functions are different terms, there is much

overlap between these cognitive processes. Working memory refers to generalized

cognitive processes that assist in storing and retrieving information in mind. Executive

function is also a broad term used to describe such cognitive abilities as strategy

maintenance, goal setting, and planning ability.
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The following research questions were addressed by this study: (A) What is the

effect of individualized piano instruction on overall executive function in older adults

(ages 60-85)? (B) What is the effect of individualized piano instruction on working

memory processes in older adults (ages 60-85)7 (C) Does individualized piano

instruction result in sustained increases in cognitive functioning in older adults (ages 60-

A. An increase in specific executive functions such as planning and strategy

maintenance was found as a result of individualized piano instruction. Sustained
enhancements related to planning ability were found for the experimental group on
the Trail Making Test Card Strategy maintenance is also a component of the Trail

Making Test as well as the Digit Symbol subtest of the Weschler Adult Intelligence

Scale III as subjects must maintain a strategy to complete the task.

B. An increase in general cognitive processes related to working memory performance
was found with regard to attention, concentration, and processing speed. Results of
the Paced Serial Auditory Task (PASAT) indicate significant performance
enhancements resulting from individualized piano instruction as compared to

healthy controls.

C. Results of testing across all time points indicate some sustained performance
enhancements with regard to attention and concentration and working memory
abilities. Results of the Digit Symbol and Trail Making Test were sustained across
all time points as compared to controls. These results suggest that some cognitive
abilities may be sustained as a result of individualized piano instruction.

Table 23. Sustained Improvements (Across All Time Points) and Nonsustained

Improvements (Across Pre and Posttesting Time Points)

Sustained Improvement Assessed % Gain

Digit Symbol (WAIS III) Strategy maintenance, processing speed 17%

Trial B (CVLT II) Verbal working memory, strategy learning 21%

Card B (TMT) Planning, updating, shifting 12%

Trial 2 (PASAT) Concentration, working memory 15%

Trial 4 (PASAT) Information processing speed 10%
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Table 23. Continued

Nonsustained Improvement Assessed % Gain
Delta Score (TMT) Cognitive component minus motor 9%

Overall Digit Span (WAIS III) Working memory 11%

Digit Span Forward (WAIS III) Working memory 10%

Overall PASAT Working memory, concentration,

Information processing speed

12%

Discussion of Results

The benefit of music instruction with regard to nonmusical domains is a topic

surrounded by much controversy. Previous studies have suggested that music training in

children may lead to cognitive benefits on certain verbal, mathematical, and visospatial

tasks (Bilharz, Bruhn, & Olsen, 2000; Costa-Giomi, 1999; Rauscher, Shaw, & Levine,

1997). Results of this study contribute to this body of research by extending the cognitive

benefits of music instruction to older adults.

Overall results of this study involving music training for older adults (ages 60-85)

suggest increases in cognitive abilities related to attention and concentration, information

processing speed and encoding and strategy maintenance contributing to overall working

memory. Significant results were found on measures requiring high levels of attention

and concentration such as the Trail Making Test (TMT), Paced Auditory Serial Addition

Task (PASAT), and Digit Symbol (WAIS-III subtest). It is important to note that two of

these tasks include motor performance, namely Digit Symbol and TMT. Although TMT

contains a motor task, when motor task effects are extracted, the patterns of results

support a consistent trend affecting cognition. Both Digit Symbol and TMT

enhancements were shown to significantly enhance attention, concentration, and planning
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across all time points. Thus, the effects of IPI not only transfer to cognitive domains, but

also were sustained with respect to some cognitive abilities.

Learning an instrument places high demands on multi-sensory integration systems

affecting attention and concentration. Pianists integrate hand movements into an aesthetic

and temporal context while engaging in a visual spatial process of reading musical

notation (Meister et al., 2004). A musically naive individual will expend extra time and

effort to examine patterns, regulate rhythmic deficiencies, and correct finger movements.

Although levels of coordination were not measured in this particular study, bimanual

coordination was by far the greatest challenge for participants. Several subjects

commented on the level of “focus” necessary to master a piece of music.

Results of this study suggest that IPI has the capacity to increase levels of

attentional processing. The Musical Model of Central Executive Processing (MMCEP)

predicts that musical training relies upon general cognitive abilities rather than music-

specific abilities. For instance, the MMCEP includes attentional processing with regard to

visual and auditory components, essential to sensorimotor performance. Visual and

auditory inputs serve as the stimuli to which our conscious minds respond with specific

reactions and inhibitory responses from many areas of the brain. Inhibition of a

potentially incorrect pattern and modification of responses with regard to the printed

musical notation and complex auditory stimuli occur in musical performance.

Musical performance also requires specific reactions or decisions, referred to as

updating and planning in the cognitive literature. Connections resulting from

performance of multiple tasks are necessary to produce music. Imaging data have

implicated several regions of the brain non-specific to music, but that are activated as a
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result of musical training (Schlaug et al., 1997; Meister et al., 2004). Thus, the MMCEP

integrates music and general cognitive processing, while relating these processes to

specific neural correlates. The MMCEP parallels the results found in many dual task

paradigm studies illustrating the control and allocation of attentional resources required

to perform two tasks simultaneously (D’Esposito et al., 1996). Performing two tasks

simultaneously such as sensorimotor performance is more difficult than performing one

alone.

Another characteristic potentially influencing the nature of the results is that of

complexity. The IPI regimen consisted of structured lessons with progressive difficulty

taught to musically naive subjects. IPI was a novel complex task that included

sensorimotor coordination as well as basic knowledge of spatial relationships (keys,

pedals, fingering) inherent to the piano. Norman and Shallice’s (1980) Supervisory

Attentional System (SAS) model includes complexity and novelty as key elements for

attending and ultimately controlling behaviors. SAS refers to behavior as successful

execution of schemas that have the potential to be modified by experience. Schema

selection depends upon the activation level exceeding threshold. Complex or novel tasks

activate several schemas simultaneously, exceeding threshold. The model relies upon the

SAS to determine which particular schema to execute (Norman & Shallice, 1980). Thus,

IPI may have increased attention and concentration due to the interaction of task novelty

and complexity.

In addition to attention and concentration, increases in information processing

speed, as measured by the Paced Auditoiy Serial Addition Task (PASAT), were shown

post-training. Within the PASAT, Trial 2 and Trial 4 were significant for a Group X
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Time interaction and Trial 3 contained a similar trend. Even though Trial 1 was not

significant, the experimental group did increase performance over the pre and post-

training time points. However, the control group also increased performance. Therefore,

differences among performance can only be seen as the rate of auditory stimuli becomes

more rapid. This suggests that information processing speed may be preferentially

affected by IPI as a fimction of load.

Since a primary component of the PASAT involves basic addition of single digit

numbers, piano practice may contribute to quantitative mathematical computation. There

are many well-known connections between music and math such as fractions equivalent

to rhythms; sets and intersecting sets equivalent to keys and related keys; and decimals,

ratios, and fractions equivalent to frequencies and intervals. Research has shown

connections between music and mathematics in children and adults (Schmidthorst &

Holland, 2004; Graziano, Peterson, & Shaw, 1999). Most of the research associating

music and math discusses enhancement related to spatial temporal reasoning rather than

quantitative processes (Rauscher et al., 1994). Recently, imaging data investigating the

relationship between music instruction and mathematics have shown similar regions of

activation, as well as many hypotheses regarding a connection with parts of working

memory (Schmidthorst & Holland, 2004). Perhaps another hypothesis may be that IPI

has the capacity to benefit overall working memory abilities, and processing speed

increases are a causality of these enhancements.

Recent research has shown practice gains in processing speed are positively

correlated with long-term developmental changes (Zimprich, Hofer, & Aartsen, 2004).

The processing-speed theory (Salthouse, 1996) states that age increases are accompanied
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by processing speed decreases. Currently no significant interaction between musical

training and information processing speed has been found in other populations such as

children (Gruhn, Galley, &. Kluth, 2003). If IPI has the potential to increase information

processing speed in older adults as suggested by the results of this study, then IPI’s role

as a cognitive intervention may serve to mitigate potential long-term cognitive changes in

processing speed and other intellectual abilities.

Prior to this study, there has been anecdotal evidence to suggest that musical

training paradigms have the capacity to improve quantitative abilities. Music and math

share similar thought processes with regard to logic abilities, sequencing skills, and

problem solving. Subjects receiving IPI practiced scales and Hanon exercises containing

musical sequences. Part of the IPI regimen included music theory exercises concerned

with note reading, intervallic relationships, and key relationships. Perhaps, practicing

mathematical relationships present in music training enhanced the ability to perform

quantitative computations on the PASAT.

Alternative Interpretations and Limitations

Results of the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT-II) suggest that IPI may

enhance encoding and strategy maintenance. Subjects in the experimental group

increased their ability to recall words from Trial B (interference task). Although it is not a

common phenomenon for recall enhancements to be limited to Trial B on the CVLT, one

alternative interpretation may relate to the application and maintenance of learned

categorization strategies. Subjects learned the categories involved in the task from Trials

1-5 presented prior to Trial B. When asked to encode and recall a new list of words,

subjects in the experimental group increased performance by applying these categorical

strategies to Trial B. Although it is unclear why scores in the control group fluxuated
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between pre and posttesting, scores are stable between the posttesting and delay time

point. It is interesting to note that the experimental group did maintain performance

enhancements across all time points.

One common characteristic of mild memory loss, as well as some forms of

dementia including Alzheimer’s disease, is intrusion errors (Twamly & Bondi, 2004).

Intrusion errors refer to previously learned information “intruding” upon the recall of

specific information. An important outcome of the CVLT included significant reductions

in intrusion errors post-training, suggesting that IPI may have the potential to reduce

errors in working memory, specifically those that relate to verbal memory. Research has

shown that musical training can enhance verbal memory abilities in college students and

children (Chan et al., 1998). This is the first study to suggest verbal memory ability in

older adults has the potential to be enhanced as a result of IPI.

One explanation for verbal memory increases may be related to piano instruction

stimulating the left side of the brain, associated with language processing. Research has

shown that music has the capacity to stimulate both sides of the brain, and musician’s

have been known to have larger corpus callosums (Schlaug et al., 1997). Recent studies

have found lasting effects in verbal memory performance from as little as one year of

musical training (Chan et al., 2003). Therefore, it is quite remarkable that older adults

with little to no prior musical experience were able to increase verbal memory

performance on the CVLT.

Research has shown that verbal memory ability among children does not continue

to improve but rather stabilize once training is discontinued (Chan et al., 2003). Older

adults increased their performance on Trial B even after the discontinuation of training;
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however, intrusion error rates increased at the 3-month delay time point. Perhaps, some

strategies, such as categorizing word lists in the CVLT, gained from music instruction

have the capacity to transfer and be sustained. Intrusion error rates may have increased

due to discontinued practice. Practicing the piano may enhance verbal memory reducing

intrusion errors. However, when skills are not maintained, specific cognitive

enhancements, contingent upon practice, are not sustained.

Enhancements were noted on several cognitive measures indicating benefits related

to attention and concentration, encoding and strategy maintenance, and information

processing speed. All of these areas contribute to enhanced working memory abilities.

However, some assessments designed to examine executive functioning with regard to

response inhibition and cognitive flexibility were not shown to be significant, such as the

Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST) and the N-Back Sequential Letter Task. Both

measurements were shown to contain practice effects. One possible explanation is that

the training length of six months may have been insufficient to enhance some cognitive

abilities. Most literature examining the effects of training on cognitive domains have a

minimum training length of one year to three years (Chan et al., 1998). Perhaps, the

WCST and N-Back were not sensitive to those skills and abilities trained by music.

Research suggests use of an alternate form of the WCST (Nelson, 1976) for older adults

to account for demographic influences (Lineweaver et al., 1999). Alternate forms of the

WCST and N-Back may have provided the sensitivity and specificity necessary to

examine interactions with this population. Another possibility may be that music

instruction does not affect some cognitive abilities.
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The population in this study was highly educated, and therefore replicating this

study with a diverse population may have yield different results. In addition, it is very

difficult to establish any effects of cognitive training interventions unless the sample size

is rather large (Mohs et al., 1999; Caprio-Prevette & Fry, 1996). Forty-one subjects may

not have been enough to achieve more generalizable statistical results. Three hours of

piano practice weekly was required as part of the IPI regimen. When practice was not

maintained and individual instruction discontinued, some cognitive benefits were no

longer sustained at the three-month delay time point. Even though all subjects who

completed the study practiced a minimum of three hours per week, quality and quantity

of practice varied on an individual basis.

One limitation of the study design included a lack of an attentional component for

the control group. Individual attention was given to each participant assigned to the

experimental group during each weekly 30-minute lesson. Providing an attentional

component for members of the control group would further isolate the potential impact of

the independent variable, individualized piano instruction. Even though there are several

limitations of the study design, this research serves as a pilot study to examine the

cognitive effects of piano instruction as a potential cognitive training program.

Furthermore, the pattern of results cannot be explained by increases in attention alone.

Significant enhancements were found in multiple cognitive domains such as planning,

information processing speed, and working memory processes.

Musical Model of Central Executive Processing (MMCEP)

This study contributes to the growing body of literature examining music as a

complex stimulus capable of integrating multiple cognitive domains. Piano instruction

combined procedural or implicit memory systems with explicit or declarative memory
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systems. Results of this study provide evidence as to the role of piano instruction in

mitigating age-related declines in executive function for older adults. Motor and

cognitive skills, inherent to piano performance, demanded additional attention and

concentration networks necessary to most dual-task paradigms (D’Esposito et al., 1996).

Dual tasks have the capacity to activate multiple brain regions. Even though the

examination of neuroanatomical activations resulting from piano performance was

beyond the scope of the present study, the objectives of this study were to evaluate

individualized piano instruction (IPI) as a behavioral cognitive intervention for older

adults. The MMCEP provides a framework for generating specific hypothesis related to

the examination of brain regions activated in musical performance conditions. For

example, based upon the results of this study, one could predict that prefrontal cortex

(associated with executive processing) and Heschl’s gyrus (associated with auditory

processing) as well as motor systems such as the cerebellum and basal ganglia may be

associated with piano performance. Future studies will be necessary to further inform the

model with data examining specific brain regions addressed by the MMCEP.

Implications for Cognitive Training Paradigms

Normal age-related cognitive deficits are associated with mild memory

impairments, less efficient learning, and slowed processing speed. In some cases it may

be difficult to distinguish between normal-age-related memory loss and the onset of some

forms of dementia (Twamly & Bondi, 2004). The results of this study serve to mitigate

age-related memory loss, which, unfortunately for some individuals, may be a symptom

of a debilitating disease. Ultimately, results of this study may be used as preventative

medicine for those individuals at-risk for memory loss.
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Cognitive training paradigms have had a modest effect on mitigating mild age-

related cognitive deficits due to the lack of transferability, generalizability to life goals,

progressive difficulty, and social motivational support. Results of this study indicate that

music training has the capacity to transfer to various cognitive domains including parts of

working memory. Although no measurements examining generalizability to life

situations were used in the current study, anecdotal evidence to suggest memory

enhancement for such tasks as locating car keys, remembering to take medications, and

locating medications were reported independently by three subjects. Many training

programs use strategy or behavioral training to learn lists of meaningless words. Often

adults will improve their list learning, but show little application for learned strategies to

other areas of their lives. If the outcomes have no transferability across domains or are

not generalizable throughout life, task training has little value as a cognitive intervention.

IPI combined procedural and declarative memory in a sensorimotor experience.

Unlike activities such as golf, music instruction requires not only procedural memory, but

also includes declarative memory, the ability to recall facts such as time signatures and

articulation signs. This multimodal approach included progressive difficulty and practice

requirements. Cognitive training programs that require skill learning should include a

multimodal framework, as adults have a variety of learning styles and preferences.

Multimodal approaches reinforce skills by exercising the mind and body.

Furthermore, practice requirements were essential to improving and maintaining

skill development. Practice requirements, although difficult for some, were reported by

several individuals to be an enjoyable part of the program. Older adults are mature

learners who can understand the importance of practice. Practice offers the ability to
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master a piece, which can improve self-esteem. Most cognitive training programs

practice the same tasks for years rather than adding a component allowing mastery and

progressing to a new level of complexity.

Successful cognitive interventions should contain a social motivational component.

Although a social component was not directly part of this study, most individuals lived in

close proximity to one another. All practice sessions occurred in a group-shared area at

the churches at the local clubhouse in the residential community. Subjects were friendly

and courteous to each other. Before and after lessons subjects enjoyed visiting about

pieces they were assigned, their grandchildren, or health discussions. Several individuals

who lived alone were able to make social contacts within their community.

Implications for Adult Music Education Programs

Although most music education initiatives have traditionally focused on young

children and teenagers, results of the present research contribute to a growing body of

literature indicating the importance of music throughout the lifespan. Music has been

shown to positively satisfy social, aesthetic, psychological, and physiological needs.

However, older adults deserve to be taught music for the intrinsic enriching qualities

inherent to music as a discipline (Hays et al., 2002). Implications for music education

programs include focusing on specific needs associated with the older adult learner such

as promoting opportunities for involvement, materials for success, and motivational

support.

Recently, MENC; The National Association for Music Education has expressed

concern with, “encouraging the study and making of music by all,” with regard to

involvement in community education programs. This concern stems from the aspect that

often community music programs are not a coordinated effort to educate all students, but
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a competition to include only the most talented students. One explanation for this

phenomenon is that most music educators view the quality of their ensemble as a

reflection of their teaching, with a disregard for the progress made by these ensembles. If

music education is truly for all, developing genuine opportunities for older adult

beginning musicians should be a primary goal, regardless of talent or previous musical

experiences.

Unfortunately, many older adults were never given the opportunity to learn to play

a musical instrument as children or young adults. Eighty-one percent of the experimental

group in this study had less than one year of prior piano experience. Fifty-percent were

not provided opportunities to experience piano instruction as children. When asked

reasons for discontinuation of piano instruction or for non-participation in music

programs, seven individuals discussed the inability for the family to cover the addition

expense of lessons during the Depression. Other adults described the lack of time to

commit to instruction and negative experiences with public school music instructors as

reasons for discontinuation.

One recommendation stemming these results indicates the importance of assessing

a learner’s ability and developing opportunities based upon ability level. Similarly, Roy

Ernst has developed several beginning bands to address this issue in his New Horizon’s

Band Program (2001). Band members attend weekly private lessons and group practices,

thus meeting individual and social learning needs. Although IPI did not have a set of

stringent lesson plans, learners did follow similar lesson organizational guidelines and

utilize similar materials. Individual interests, abilities, and goals were considered prior to

assignment of materials to be practiced. Recital literature was tailored to specific abilities
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and interests of the student. Future adult music education programs should promote

opportunities for adults to pursue their own musical interests while receiving instruction

specific to their level of musicianship.

There are a limited number of piano methods designed to meet the specific needs of

older adults. The Alfred Basic Adult Piano Course: Adult All-In-One Course used in the

present study did have some limitations including the small print in some sections, non-

specific instructions, and little emphasis on building finger independence and strength.

Older adults learn differently than children. Most methods use the same material with

children as adults. Although some pieces may be relevant, adult interests should be taken

into consideration as well as particular challenges. Adults in the present study

experienced much difficulty with pieces placing high demands on coordination. One

recommendation for piano methods is to include bimanual coordination enhancement

exercises to address challenges specific to adults.

Motivational support is essential to continued participation in music education for

older adults. Providing adults with feedback regarding their performance is crucial to

progress, however, the manner at which progress is given can influence continued

participation. Feedback should always include two positive statements regarding the

performance prior to suggestions for correction. The purpose for most adults’

participation in music education programs is to enrich their lives with a self-fulfilling

hobby. Music should provide relaxation and quality of life benefits; musical performance

should not be a stressful, fhistrating experience.

Individuals participating in this research viewed piano performance as an exciting

new adventure to be shared with family and friends. One individual in the study used
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music to escape from the devastating news of her spouse’s death, and another individual

sought refuge from the diagnosis of lung cancer. As social connections are lost with age,

music education programs have the capacity to bring individuals together with a common

interest. After all, music is the most social of all arts. Even though socialization was not

built into this study s design, socialization was highlighted by a public recital upon the

conclusion of piano instruction. Material for the recital was included from the Alfred All

in One text and other pieces were selected from a multitude of basic beginning piano

literature. Members of the funding agency, family, and friends, were able to celebrate the

accomplishments of those individuals from the experimental group who chose to

participate. Future music education programs for older adults should include socialization

components into various aspects of their program. Whether the program features group

instruction or private instruction, social activities such as after-recital parties or meetings

to discuss future repertoire choices will directly influence the participation and strengthen

enjoyment for music education.

Conclusions

Individualized piano instruction (IPI) has the capacity to improve cognitive abilities

in older adults (ages 60-85) with mild age-related memory loss. IPI was a successful

intervention, because it contains progressive difficulty, generalizability, transferability,

and social supports necessary for maintaining or improving cognition. IPI served as a

positive intervention that increased performance on some measures of executive function

and working memory abilities. Increases in planning, attention, concentration, and

strategy maintenance were found based upon on a battery of cognitive assessments

administered at three time points. Some assessments such as Digit Symbol and Trail

Making Test Card B indicated sustained cognitive enhancements across all three-time
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points. Results such as these, indicate that IPI has the potential to prevent or mitigate

some cognitive deficits.

Further research is necessary to determine if other cognitive domains, not assessed

in the current study, such as spatial reasoning are enhanced in older adults as a result of

musical training. Different populations may reveal differential outcomes. For instance, it

would be useful to replicate this study in individuals diagnosed with Mild Cognitive

Impairment (MCI) or beginning stages of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) to compare and

contrast cognitive benefits.

Adult music education programs should be established to promote opportunities for

active music making at all stages of music learning. Current community music education

programs offer limited opportunities for beginning musicians (Ernst, 2003). Therefore,

new music programs designed to the needs of the adult learner are essential to

encouraging music participation for all. Appropriate materials reflecting adult interests

and program organization would allow older adults to feel more comfortable with

participation. Directors of community music programs should serve as mentors that

provide constructive feedback in a non-threatening fashion.

Music education opportunities have the potential to enrich the lives of everyone.

Performing a musical instrument does not only open the doors to creative expression, but

can also serve as a potential cognitive intervention. Individualized piano instruction (IPI)

was shown to preferentially enhance some cognitive abilities including components of

working memory and executive functioning. Piano instruction may be prescribed as the

next preventative medicine for age-related cognitive deficits. Despite results indicating
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the effects of music instruction on cognitive abilities, music’s intrinsic ability to capture

the hearts and minds of its performers inspires all generations.
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You arc being asked to lake part in a research study. This form provides you with information
about the study. The Principal Investigator (the person in charge of this research) or a
representative ofUic Principal Investigator will also describe this study to you and answer all of
your questions. Before you decide whether or not to take part, read the information below and ask
questions about anything you do not understand. Your participation is entirely voluntary.

1.

Name of Participant ("Study Subject")

2. Title of Research Study

The Effects of Individualized Piano Instruction on Executive Memory Function

3. Principal Investigator and Telephone Numberfs)

Timothy S. Brophy (352) 392-0223 Ext.222
E-mail: isbrophv'giu n.etllij

Jennifer Bugos 372-0616

E-mai I: jabpiano@yahoo.com

4. Source of Funding or Other Material Support

Evelyn. F. McKnight Research Grant

5. Wliat is the purpose of this research study?

The purpose of this study is to research tlie cfTects of individualized piano lessons on
working memory functions among older adults (ages 60-85) with mild memory loss.

287*2002 f Rev, 02*02-03 / Hagc 1 of5
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6. What will be done ifyou take part in thi$ research study?

Forty subjects will be recruited from the Gainesville Area retirnttent communities, such as

the Village, Tuikey Creek Forest, and Queen of Peace nei^borhoods. Screening questions
will detciminc eligibility. Subjects will be randomly assigned (like the (lip ofa coin) to two
groups of 20. You will be asked to participate in a series of mental tests designed to assess

dilTerent parts of your memory. Only adults ages 60-85 with mild-age-related memory loss

arc eligible to participate. One group of20 will be asked to participate in mental tests on
three occasions. The other group of20 will be given 6 months ofpiano lessons and mental
tests. Testing will be administered pro and post piano lessons. Tlte follow-up test will be
administered 3 months after the l^isons are complete. You will be given a 30-minulc piano
lesson once a week for 24 weeks. You will be asked to practice the piano skills a minimum
of 30 minutes daily or 3 hours weekly.

7. What are the possible discomforts and risks?

Memory questions may be challcn^ng.

Throughout the study, the researchers will notify you ofnew information that may become
avai lable and might affect your decision to remain in the study.

Ifyou wish to discuss the information above or any disoomforts you may experience, you may
ask questions now or call the Principal Investigator or contact person listed on the from page of
this form.

8a. What arc the possible benefits to you?

You may leant a new skill, which may increase working memory function. Ifyou arc part of
the control group, there is no benefit.

8b. What are (he possible benefits to others?

This study will demonstrate the crfccis of piano lessons on memory and memory processing
among adults ages 60-85. This study may help researchers determine if piano lessons can be
used to prevent memory loss and help restore memory for those with mild memory loss.

9. If you choose to take part in this research study, will ft cost yon anything?

No, there is no cost involved.

10, Will you receive compensation for taking part in this research study?

If you participate for the duration ofthe study (9 months), you will receive a one-time
Stipend orS200.00tq)on completion of follow-up testing. Ifyou choose to be removed from

287-2002/ Rcv.02-024>3 / Page 2 of5
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Ihc study, you wil! be compensated SI 0.00 per hour for time involved in mental

1 1. What ifyou are injured because of the study?

Ifyou experience an injury that is directly caused by this study, only professional consuluiive

care (liat you receive at the University of Florida Health Science Center will be provided

without charge. However, hospital expenses will have to be paid by you or your insurance

provider. No other compensation is olTcrcd.

12. What otiior options or treatments are available if you do not want to be in this study?

The option to taking part in this study is doing nothing. If you do not want to lake pan in this

study, tell the Principal Investigator or his/her assistant and do not sign this Informed

Consent Form.

13a. Can you withdraw from this research study?

You arc free to withdraw your consent and to slop participating in this rcscarcli study at any

time. Ifyou do withdraw your consent, there will be no penalty, and you tvill not lose any

benefits you are entitled to.

Ifyou decide to withdraw your consent to participate in this research study for any reason, you

should contact Jennifer Bugos at (352) 372-0616.

Ifyou have any questions regarding your riglits as a research subject, you may phone the

Institutional Review Board (IRB) office at (352) 846-1494.

I3b. If yon withdraw, can information about you still be used and/or collected?

Ifyou withdraw, information about you will not be used and will automatically be

destroyed. Confidentiality is very important to us.

13c. Can the Principal Investigator withdraw you from this research study?

You may be withdrawn from the study without your consent for the following reasons:

1 . If you arc not between the ages of 60-85 years of age.

2. Ifyou have any severe psychological impairment such as Alzheimer’s disease or

dementia.

3. If you have any health problem (hat would affect movement ofyour hands,

4. If you currently play an instrument, have had 5 Or more years of musical instruction, can

read music, or have had formal training in music theory.

287.2002/ Rev. 02-02-03 / Page 3 of 5
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14. How will your privacy and the confidentiality ofyour research records be protected?

Authorized persons ftotn the University ofFlorida, the hospital or clinic (if any) involved in

tills research, and the Institutional Review Board have the legal right to review your research

records and will protect the confidentiality ofthem to the extent permitted by law. Otherwise,

your research records will not be released without >our consent unless required by law or a

court order.

Ifthe results of this research arc published or presaned at scientific meetings, your identity will

not be disclosed.

f 5. How will the re.scarcher(s) benefit from your being in this study?

In general, presenting research results helps the career of a scientist. Therefore, die Principal

Investigator may benefit ifthe results of this study are presented at scientific meetings or in

scientific journals.
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16. Sign attires

As a representative ofthis study, I have explained to the participant the purpose, tlie

procedures, the possible benefits, and the risks of this research study, the alternatives to being
in the study; and how privacy will be protected:

Signature of Person Obtaining Consent Date

You have been infonned about this study's purpose, procedures, possible benefits, and risks;

die aitematives to being in the study; and how your privacy will be protected. You have
received a copy of this Form. You have been given the opportunity to ask questions before you
sign, and you have been told that you can ask other questions at any time.

You voluntarily agree to participate in this study. By signing this form, you arc not waiving

any of your legal rights.

.Signature ofPerson Consenting Date



Preliminiiry Questionnaire

1. Name:

2. Phone Number:

3. Dale of Birth
:

4. Have you ever taken music lessons? (Yes or no)

4a. Ifyes, how many years did you have instruction?

4b. If yes, what instrument did you learn?

5. Have you had any music theory training? (Yes or no)

5a. If yes, how many years did you have instruction?

Sb. Can you read music? (Yes or no)

6. Do you currently play an instrument?

6a. If yes, which instrument do you play?

7. Do you have a history of mental or age related dementia?

8. Please list any prescription medications you are currently taking..

9.

Do you have a history of seizures or stroke? (Yes or no)

I R B
APPROVED

ON



APPENDIX B
BASIC PIANO MEASURE

The Basic Piano Measure (BPM, Bugos, 2003) was used to assess music learning

and skill retention for members of the experimental group receiving six months of piano

instruction. Subjects were administered the BPM only after the completion of training at

posttesting and following the three-month delay time points.

152
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Basic Piano Measure (BPM)
Bugos, 2003

Subject No.

Date ofAssessment

Read directions to participant. You will be asked to perform several skills in which
you have studied over the past six months. Some of these tasks will be timed and
others will not be timed. Please just try your best.

The first set of tasks will be timed. After I provide you with a set of instructions for
the task, I will ask you to begin. This assessment will be recorded to ensure
accuracy. Are you ready to begin?

Timed Tasks

1 . Please find all of the C keys on the piano

A. Accuracy

B. Time in seconds

2. Please find all of the F sharp keys on the piano

A. Accuracy

B. Time in seeonds

3. Please play a G Major triad with the left hand
A. Accuracy

B. Time in seconds

4. Please play a D7 triad with the right hand
A. Accuracy

B. Time in seconds

5. Please play a C Major triad with the left hand
A. Aceuracy

B. Time in seconds

6. Please play an F Major triad with the right hand
A. Accuracy

B. Time in seconds
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7.

Play a C Major scale (two octaves)

Right Hand Only

A. Accuracy

B. Time in seconds

Left Hand Only

C. Accuracy

D. Time in seconds

Hands Together

E. Accuracy

F. Time in seconds

Read to participant- These tasks are not timed. We are going to perform some of the
pieces that you have already studied. I would like you to play the right hand part
first, then the left hand, followed by hands together.

Likert Seore for Performance

(0) Unable to perform the piece

(1) Made execessive errors (more than 5 errors, rhythmic or note errors)

(2) Made a few errors (3-4 note or rhythmic)

(3) Made very few errors (1-2 note or rhythmic)

(4) Made no note or rhythmic errors

8. Please play Jingle Bells on page 30 of the Alfred All-In-One Course
Right Hand Only

Likert Score

Performance Comments:^

Left Hand Only

Likert Score

Performance Comments:^

Hands Together

Likert Score

Performance Comments;

9. Please play Alpine Melody on page 69 of the Alfred All-In-One Course
Right Hand Only

Likert Score

Performance Comments:
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9. Alpine Melody page 39 Continued

Left Hand Only

Likert Score

Performance Comments:

Hands Together

Likert Score

Performance Comments:

10. Please play Blow the Man Down on page 89 of the Alfred All-In-One Course
Right Hand Only

Likert Score

Performance Comments:

Left Hand Only

Likert Score

Performance Comments:

Hands Together

Likert Score

Performance Comments:
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